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Foreword 
The attached material represents the working papers from the 
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Resi~arch Center# 
April 26-30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the 
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further 
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of 
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It 
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans 
or positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and 
positions. 
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined 
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document 
a document that provides a'technical foundation, including research 
and technOlogy base candidates, for each of the six space themes. 
The material in this report is considered essential to the development 
of Center initiatives iIi support of these themes. , Copies of the report 
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the 
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning 
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute 
this document in this unedited fonn. Thus, it possibly contains errors, 
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological natur,e. 
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level, 
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable 
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
tenn advanced technology program. 
Stanley R. Sadin 
OAST Space T~eme Workshop 
Chairman i 
NASA Headquarters 
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office' 
Office of Aeronautics and 
Space Technology 
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III-V A 
PROPULSION (WG P-l) 
Impact of Theme on Discipline Planning~- All theme requirement 
documents were reviewed and assessed against ongoing and projected propul-
sion technology programs. Discussions were held with individual theme 
teams to review overall theme. philosophy and clarify specific theme 
thrusts. Unique propulsion technology requirements to satisfy theme 
needs were identified and preliminary program planning was attempted. 
It became readily apparent that satisfying theme needs, in many 
cases, will require augmentation of pr~$ent available resources. 
Propulsion programs were generated reflecting these inputs and 
the technology planned to meet the schedule goals. 
SUMMARY OF THEME NEEDS.- All themes require some form of advanced 
propulsion capability to achieve their stated objectives. Requirements 
cover a broad spectrum ranging from a new generation of heavy '1 ift 
launch vehicles to low thrust, long lift system for on-orbit operations. 
The first effort of the group was to establish the common-
ality extant between propulsive technologies and an attempt to 
group technologies into vehicle classes by functional capability. 
The Space Transportation Theme (#12) had identified 5 classes 
of launch vehicles and a time frame for their availability. 
These classes were augmented by the working group with a sixth 
class, encompassing planetary and on-orbit operations. Propulsion 
technologies in each class were then ranked, and assigned priority 
numbers. 
Finally, prioritized technologies were matched to theme 
requirements and final discussions held with the Theme Teams. 
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During this process, it became apparent that some Theme 
needs could not be satisfied without the generation of New 
Initiative proposals to initiate new efforts or to augment 
existing programs. These were identified for later submittal. 
The vi ews of the ~Jork i ng Group a re summa ri zed on the fo 11 owi ng 
figures. ·1 
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PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP FINDINGS 
OAST SPACE TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP 
APRIL 30" 1976 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER . 
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PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP 
APPROACH 
(1) EXAMINED VEHICLE MATRIX FROM THEME 12 
(2) DETERMINE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS OF OTHER SPACE THEMES AGAINST 
THEME 12 REQUIREMENTS 
(3) IDENTIFIED TWO ADDITIONAL PROPULSION FUNCTIONS 
.~.---(4) IDENTIFIED TOTAL PROPULSION NEEDS AGAINST REVISED MATRIX 
" 
(5) PRIORITIZED & EVALUATED ALL PROPULSION "NEEDS" FOR EACH VEHICLE. 
(6) PROVIDED DOCUMENTATION (Rx FORMS) '. 
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PROPULSION NEED REQUIREMENTS FOR THEME SUPPORT 
SPACE THEMES S.P. I SETI SOLAR SYS. 6. SER. ATS 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
• (P) OTV • • I I I (C) OTV I I I I I I 
• HLLV1 (1985) I • I I I HLLV2 (1995) I I I 
I ADV. VEH. I I I I • 
I PLANETARY I 
ION-ORBIT STAB. I • • I I 
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PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP 
PROPULSION NEED RATING CRITERIA 
• USE DATE 
• CRITICALITY 
• ENABLING 
• ENHANCING 
• HIGH 
• MEDIUM 
• LOW 
l' , 
• PROBABILITY OF MEETING TECHNOLOGY~-GOAL 
- ~~ ~l -~ •. 
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PROPULSION WORKIN.G GROUP SUMMARY 
1970 1980 1990 2000 
PROPULSION 
APPLI CAT! ON .SHUTTLE 
I • 
PROPULSION 
TECHNOLOGY 
NEED 
LAUNCH VE~. MAIN. PROP. 
ENABUi~G TECH. FOR ROCKET PROPULSION (56) 
AIR AUGMENTATION (19) 
A~VANCED SOLIDS ( 4) 
HYDROGEN/OXYGEN MAIN PROPULSION (22) 
ADVANCED SSME (17) 
HC/LOX~ HI PC ADV. VEH. (30) 
HC/LOX~ HI PC HLLV2 (23) 
DUAL FUEL ADV. VEH. (31) 
COMPOSITE ENGINES (32) 
LV AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
LOX/HYDROCARBON (21) 
LOX/LH2 FOR HLLV, (20) 
MONOPROPELLANT NiH4 (51) 
EARTH STORABLES ( 9) LOX/ LH2 FOR HLLV2 (25) 
LOX/LH2 FOR OMS (26) 
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~LLV1 & SHU~LE GRo\HH 
'
I ADVANCED VEHICLE 
An '. I , 
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r PROPULSION WORKING GROUP SUMMARY 
YEAR 
PROPULSION 
TECHNQLO£Y 
NEED 
MANNED OTV~ MAIN PROP. 
PROPULSION 
APPLICATION 
CRYOGENIC STORAGE & TRANSFER (7) 
HYDROGEN/OXYGEN MAIN PROP. ( 1) 
MIXED MODE <DUAL FUEl) ( 2) 
L/S HYBRIDS ( 3) 
ATOMIC/METALLIC HYDROGEN ( 6) 
f'DTV~ AUX. PROP. 
LOXlLH2 FOR OTV 
CARGO OTV~ MAIN 
~ HI ISP ION THRUSTER 
~ MPO THRUSTER TECH. 
~ NEP SYSTEMS 
~ RESISTO JET 
~ SOLAR SAILS 
II ~ SOLAR H2 
I: . LASER PROP. 
( 8) 
(13) 
(12) 
(41) (11) 
(44) 
(15) 
(16) 
1970 
I 
1980 
~.rUS • 
I 
I MOTV 
. .' . t I 
I I 
I ' 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
1990 
• COTV. 
, 
• I 
• 
• I 
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2000 
FAR 
TERM 
.-
• 
• 
• 
• 
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PROPULSION WORKING GROUP SUMMARY 
YEAR 
PROPULSION 
APPLI CATION 
PROPULSION 
TECHNOLOGY NEED 
ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS 
ION THRUSTER 
SPACE STORABLE 
SOLAR H2 
PLANETARY 
SEP ION THRUSTER 
HEP ION THRUSTER 
STERILIZABLE SOLIDS 
PROP. IN PLANETARY ATMOS. 
NEP SYSTEMS 
SPACE STORABLES 
INDIGINOUS MATERIALS 
SOLID ROCKETS FOR PLANETARY 
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION 
(49) 
(46) 
(15) 
(42) 
(57) 
(45) 
(48) (41) 
(46) 
(47) 
(58) 
1970 
I 
I 
-,.- ~.~! 
1980 1990 2000 
I I I I I 
LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES 
• • • I 
.P.TV. I • FAR 
• TERM 
I f I • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
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PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP 
CONCLUSIONS 
• THEME 12 UNDERLYING Tn ALL OTHERS 
• ENABLING PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY AREA KEY TO REDUCED TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
AND INCREASED SPACE CAPABILITY 
• FURTHER OAST EVALUATION OF ALL PROPULSION NEEDS NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH 
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE H2-0~ High Performance I Reusable Main NO.1 27,8, l2/P-l/l 
ProEulsion Slstems for Orbit Transfer THEME I W.G.I TASK 
Vehicles DATE 4/ 27/ 76 
2. ca~~~fJJV~chnology for high performance, reusable H2-02 space propulsion 
systems, including staged combustion bell nozzle, expander ~ycle bell 
nozzle, aerospike. and plug cluster. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
. 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL [I] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. ;, -
b) REQUIRED ADVANcEMENT ~ SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1986 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH [K] 
GRD TEST [[] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTH E R (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(a) Staged combustion, bell nozzle engine (ASE) - Cont4nue LeRC component 
technology program on thrust chamber, main fuel and oxidizer turbopumps, 
preburner, main injector, low cycle thermal fatigue chamber life, turbo-
pump bearings and seals, and boost pump multi roller drive system. Expand 
program with FY78 now initiative, entitled "Reusable Engine Systems Test 
(RECEST)" (FY78 new s ta rt #119) to obta in da ta on opera ti on of the power-
head breadboard assembly of the staged combustion cycle engine and the 
.-,--- -'---
aerospike engine breadboard. (Cont'd on page 3.) 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 of: 3 
TITLE H2-02 High Performance, Reusable Main NO. 7,8,12/P-ll /1 
Propulsion Systems for Orbjt Transfer Vehicles THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4/ 27; 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
High performance reusable engines are needed to provide maximum payload and 
lo~ cost through muJtjp]e reuses up to lOO missions I.:ljgb pressllre-is __ 
desirable to prov~de maximum specific impulse in a small compact P?ckage 
and minimize engine weight. Slush cryogens are needed to reduce tankage 
volume. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11,506-21-12,910-03-01 
FY78 New Start #119 - RECEST 
FY79 New Start #305 - Plug Cluster Nozzle 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ~ ec nc o~v J 10 ~ea ir ess a) Staged Comb. Eng 
Tech. Program L.,~' 'I 7 
b) Aerospike Eng. 
RECEST(FY78#119 'Ir7 ~ 
c) Plug Cluster 
Tech(FY79#305) 
"" d) Slush Cryogens ~ 
e) Reus. Cryo. In- £ 
!;ulCitHm Sys. 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106,$) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
• l~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
\ PAGE 3 OF 3 
I 1. TITLE H2-02 High Performance Reusable Main NO. 7,8.12/P-l/l 
Propulsion Systems for Orbit Transfer Vehicles THEME 1 W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 1 271 76 
( ) CONTINUATION (If NeQdad) 
Block No. 
{b} AerosQike ex~ander c~~]~ engine - Com~]ete ~]aDDed LeRC ~rogram aD 
testing of 25K thrust aerQSQi~e chamber. WorK also Deeded aD thermal 
fatigue 1 i fe of segments of chamber and breadboa'rd system, test usi ng 
Mark 48 fuel and oxidizer pumps as part of FY78 new start #119 (RECEST). 
.is) Plug cluster nozzle program - Complete present program on studies of 
plug cluster feasibility and performance. Determine operational constraint~ 
and system constraints. Conduct fl ight test of full scale system as part 
of FY79 new start #305. 
j (d) Slush cryogens - Evaluate methods of manufacture. storage, handling, 
t pumping, and cost of applying to a flight system. Demonstrate these tech-
nology areas at moderate scale. 
(e) Reusable cryogenic insulation systems - Continue LeRC program to pro-
~rj de techno logy on two approaches: (1) evacuated load bearing insulation 
system, and (2) purged multilayer insulation system. 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Dual Fuel Engine Te~bDQ]Qg~ fat Mixed NO.1,7,8,12LP-l / 2 
Mode Orbit Transfer Vehicle THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 27, 76 
2. 09JECjI;IVIl: eve op echnology for dual fuel engines burning h~drQcarbQn or amine 
fuel and LHZ/LOX in the same engine. 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW III, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) AEQUIREP ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [[] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1986 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABL.ING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH rn MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [K) ANALYSIS m RESEAR<1H (]] 
GRD TEST [j] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Perform studies to evaluate use of mixed mode groE!ulsion using dual fuel 
engine(s) for orbit transfer vehicles. Perform engine system trade-off 
and parametric studies to determine fuel/oxidizer combinations, engine 
turbopump drive cycle, cooling method, and component preliminary designs 
for selected thrust level in the range from 20,000 to 40,000 pounds. Per-
form component technology programs based on selection of critical com-
ponents for the engine configuration and propellant combination selected. 
~ 
if 
SPACE TECHNQLOGY NEED 
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FOR~ NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Dual Fuel Engine Technology for Mixed NO,?,8,12/P-l /2 
Mode Orbit Transfer Vehicle THEME / W.G. / TASK 
.1', 
4/ 21,/ 76 DATE 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Mixed mode propulsion is attractive for OTV's because it ~rovides (1a~load 
capability equivalent to H2-02 in a smaller volume stage. Where compact-
size is important, e.g., to fit in the shuttle cargo bay, mixed mode pays 
off. A dual fuel engine capable of operating on hydrocarbon fuel/LOX/LH2 
or MMH/LOX/LHZ is required. 
7. ALTERNATivE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8.s<b~R~E~T'PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
- - , 506-21-12, 790-40-12 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
i 
TASK ITEM ~ '1 R 0 Vehicle Studies 1. ~ ..j, oJ, 
, , 
i ! 
i Engine Studies L~ Sl 
Engine Component '\!7 U I eC,nno logy 
I ........ 
Engfne System V 
Bema ..J,; 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
i 
j 
1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE· 
CONTRACT 
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'" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE LIQUID/SOLID HYBRID PROPULSION FOB QI~ NO. 7-8-12 P-l 3 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 I 27, 76 
2. OBJECTIVE A HIGHER PERFORMA~CE, HIGHER OENSII¥ eROI2UI.SIQN ~¥~+E:M WHH 
RESTART CAPABILITY WHICH RESULTS IN LOW WEIGI:II EOR ABORr LAIINCH IJEI:IICl.E 
LANDINGS WITHOUT ATTENDANT HAZARDS DURING PROPELLANT DUME 02ERAIION 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 1lJ, WILL BE LEVEL!}] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL em FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1987 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM GJ LowD 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS [!I RESEARCH lKJ 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGEIIC SOLID EIIEI 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
ANALYSIS AND TEST OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM EMPLOYING A LIQUID OXIDIZER 
(E.G. LOX) AND A SOLID FUEL. SYSTEM WOULD PROVIDE A HIGH DENSITY 
MEDIUM ISP COMBINATION, WHICH WOULD !:lAME RESIABr CEIlBII Iry IN CASE 
OF VEHICLE ABORT THE LANDING WEIGHI CAN BE REDIICED WIII:!OI!! II:!E I:U\ZAROS...-..:-
ASSOCIATED WITH THE DUMPI~G OE IWO IGNIIABI E EROEELLA~ONL¥ LOX 
WOULD BE DUMPED). 
-
: 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE LIQUID/SOLID HYBRID PROp..uLsION FOR OTV NO. 7-8-12 P-l 3 I 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 ./27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
APPL'ICATION STUDY TO DETERMINE PAY-OFF AND ESTABLISI:I DESIGN CRIIEIHA 
REVIEW OF PAST TECHNOLOGY RELATED TO LIgUIDLSQLID I:IYBRIDS. DETERMlNL-
THE PROPELLANT COMBrNATIO~9 BE EVALUAIED. INVESTI~ATE BURNING 
: 
PROPERTIES IN SMALL MOTORS. FABRICATE AND TEST A PROTOTYPE MOTOR. 
~-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
't; . 
NONE 
'. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM '76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Est. Design ~ 
Criteria r---J ff. 
Fab. & Test 
Key componen s 
-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
J..C INHOUSE __ . /,IJ f,G 
" CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
Ii ,/ ,1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
" 
/2- .3 
SPACE TECHf"OLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE LiguidLSolid Hybrid ProQulsion for OTV DATE-2-/....J::L/~ 
TT NO.7-8-l2 OR WORKING GROUP NO. p-l.b 
OBJECTiVE 
A higher Qerformance, hisrher density QroQulsion system 
with restart capability. 
JUSTI FICATJON A l::..QuidLsolid hybrid system will Qrovide higher 
lsp than a solid and higher density than a liquid. In case of 
abort landings, it is lighter than a solid and less hazardous thar 
a-rr m.a.-' 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN 
Application study to 9.etermine pay-off and establish design, 
cri teria. Review past technology related to liquid/solid hybrids. 
Determine the propellant combinations to be evaluated. Investigale 
burning and ballistic properties in small motors. Fabricate & 
.-------~.--.----.--. ----.------ --------.-
test a prototype. 
SCHEDULE FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK 
Estab. Desigl 
Criteria I-oooiI 
~~X~~H~~f~ -
Fab. & Test 
Components .. ~ 
Fab. & Test 
Prototype . . 
• 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
IN-H~USE 1. ( 1.( 2. ( 2.1 .5 
CON/TRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) , 
INHOUSE .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 NbTI : l:;iy 8 FUI di g in R T a! e 
CONTRACT .1 .ll .6 .8 .3 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER MSFC with JPL support. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT 
f I 
-. 
, 
FORM NO.1 SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
PAGE 1 OF...2... 
1. TITLE SoUd ~ropill s j on Ildllar:u;ed ~9Gl:lRel e!lY NOl-8-10-12LP-l ~ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
-Motor 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
2."OBJECTIVE 
. Imerove eerformance 2 o~erational f]exjbiljt~ aDd decrease 
cost of solid propellant motors used in the advanced space transportation 
S;YS-tem H a!:lRsh \'ehi sl es allEl 61"bHa1 transfer lIell ides). 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 13J. WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. Not aeeroved 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: Note: Level 5 by 1980 
HIGH D MEDIUM 0 LOW Gl 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
EN: -,NCING: HIGH [i] MEDIUM D LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST Ii] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANQIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Maietials suitable for bot gas valve and duct, 
high strength composites, carbon ablatives, propellant formulations 
pI"6v'id'ing high ~er formalJce. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED' , 
Hot gas manifold and valve for bot gas bleed I~C s~stem, mater:jals and 
fabrication techniques for low cost nozzles; stop-restart; low cost, 
l-i-ght ~teight ease designs, improved pl'opellallt alJd ilisulatiolJ Formulatiolls; 
low ~ollution (mixed oxidizer) grogellaots; extendable Dozzles • 
. --
-- . 
-
. -
, . 
','.,. 
t, 
(1 
(2 
(3 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF --'.L 
TITLE Solid Pro~ulsion Advanced Technolog~ Motor NO.7.&:lOj!l ,.1/4 
THeME /W.G. /TASK 
DATE~/27 /76 
6. RECOMM~NDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Conduct feasibilit~ design studies and component tests leading-tD--______ 
prototype motor demonstration tests including the technology items 
-described above. The plait will bt! accomplished using appropriately 
scaled motors d~pendin~on whether the appljcation is QI~ or launcb 
vehicles. 
'--
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS liguids and liguid/solid hybrid 
propulsion systems. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
--RIOe 506-21-32 (Advanced saUd p~oplI]slal1 cOl1cepts) 
New initiative has been proposed from JPl-No. 302 
New lnltlatlve has 6een proposea from MSFC-No. TBD 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Component desiqn 
-
. - -~'" 
I~nd t!st motor 
design & test -- - - , 
Prototype 
--
--demonstratlon 
, - f.--
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ 10 15 15 15 20 10 
CONTRACT 5 7 7 8 7 5 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .J ~ .8 ~.3 h .8 INHOUSE CONTRACT :3 -:., 1.( 1.~ 2. E 1.! ~ 
.,~ ... 
I 
H 
, 
, 
, 
. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
,;;;0... 
1. TITLE A:fGMIGtME+AbbIG M¥BRGGEN NO·l~7-8-9-1Q.l~12/P-
,P-ROF!UbS I ON !ECHNOLOG¥ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE-1:L /.2:]. Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE 
DeVEbGP BASIC +eCHNObOG¥ +0 SHOW :rHE FEASIBlbl+¥ GF MANllFAG=J=YR-
ING AND SlORlfllG AlOMIC OR MElAI.LIC Ht IN QUANlTfIES NEEI)EI) 
foe eeoellL S I ON AI:I:L ICAIIONS. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 2000 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [I MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANAL YSIS IKJ RESEARCH I]J 
GRD TEST IXJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE YES (EY Z8 - 350l{ 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACC9MPLISH NEED 
THEQBEIICAI. SIuDIES HAVE SHOWN II:lAI SIGNIEICANI I NCBEASES IN 
PeRFGRMANCe U}OO 15(2) GAN BE AGHIE¥@ IN PFWPlJbS I GN S¥S+eMS 
U:rlblZlNG A:rGM~G OR Me :r.A.bb I C FORMS OF H¥I}rWGeN. !eGHNObOG¥ 
MUS+ BE De¥ebOf2eD +0 f2eRMI+ +He M.A.NUJ:AC+UR-E-·AND S+ORAGe 01=: 
THESE 21W2EL LANIS IN II:IE QlIMJIIII ES flIEEDED IflI erW211LS IOfll 
APP;bl GA+ I GNS J +G f:)E+ERMINE +HEIR PH¥SIGAb PRGPER+IES AN!) 
ASSESS ll:lEIR A ~ ~ L I CAllaN . T1L.'p'.RQ..gULS.I.O.N-S¥S..TEt!'\S .• 
1/6 
L 
I 
I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I ~ 
---
PAGE 2 OF L--- ~ 
TITLE AIOMIC & MEIAII IC H~DROGEN ERO~IIL.SJ.ON Nol-7 -B-9-10-11-12LP 
IECl:lNOL.OG¥ THEME / W.G. / TASK 
V6 
DATE 4 /27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• PRODUCE &t1EASUBE ~BO~E:BIIES OE MEIAI I IC I:I~DeOGEN i' 
-. ASSESS J;EASUHb-I-+-'t O~ ME:lAkbiG H¥DROGEN AS A-ROCKE:r-
f-lROPEbbAN+ 
• PRODtJ€E-&---MEA-St:J-RE-PROPERT IES-eF-ATeM-1 C HYDROGEN 
• ASSESS FEAS I 81 LI T-v--eFflRODUCtNG tARGE Qt1ANTIT1ES 8; ROCKET A~~LICAIION 
• - n~,,~ nn-6,.nn,,-,. .. ,." ... "n •• ,., ~" "~"'I"\" ,~ ... ,.,. 0 ,_ ... . -, 
-,_. _. . ~ ~ 
. -
v,,.... " -, ... In ...... & ... v,,, , ... 
7. AL TERNATlyE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-_. ---.-
-
I 
I 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
: RESeARCH ON PRODYbllON OFA=tOMIG & MElAbblG H¥9ROGEN INPROGRESS. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 35 
, 
TASK ITEM 
PRODUCE METAL-
LIC M 
Assr:~~ Fr:A~TR 
PRonUcr: ATOMTC' 
H 
QIIANTTTV A~~I=C:: 
D,EVEbOP SlOD"'" .v 
, 
i 
I\(IANPOWER (M-Y) 
~- is 8 8 R R R , INHOUSE I CONTRACT I 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE, rJ J 5 .j ~~ ~ .. -1 
CONTRACT .:l~ .11 5~ .s' ,~ ..r .s" 
I , 
' .... ~ , 
'. 
" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE SIORAGE. SUPPLY AND IRANSEER OE NO. L-8~ 12L~-La 
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS IN SPACE THEME 1 W.G./ TASK 
-. 
DATE 4 1.27/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide a subcritical storage and sueel~ s~stem for cr~ogenjc flujds 
to mjnjmjze s~stem wejght and pro~ide tbe means to ~eplenlsh 
fluids aD-orbit 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [i]. WILL BE LEVEL [4J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT -- SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL !II FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1988 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW IiJ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCPMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [KJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH tJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [i] ANAL YSIS [i] RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 00 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes (FY 76 "'200K, FY 78 -200K) 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
°Oemonstrate relisabiUt;)l of insulation s.ystem 
°Oetermine behavior in reduced gra~jt~ of L~2. L02 and L~e 
°Oemonstrate thermal contrgl s~stem RerfQrmance 
°Oemonstrate fluid acquisition and control in reduced gravit~ for 
cr~ogens 
°Oemonstrate outlow and inflow f1wid d~namics 
_....-T~ 
, 
• 
.; 
~.IJ.. 
.. 
, . , 
i 
~ 
l 
I 
i' 
\' 
~ 
,c 
~( 
~~ 
i1 
l! 
~\ 
t 
,( 
" 
~1 
1.1 
'. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF .-l.L 
TITLE STORAGE. SUPPLY AND TRANSFER OF NoZ.8,J.L/P-l/7 
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS IN SPACE THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE --4..- / .21 / 1.fJ.. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
°Continue current technol09l ~r09t'am 
°Flight verification of storage and acguisition s~stem :,.,. 
°Eligbt ve~ificatjoD of complete t~aDsfe~ s~stem 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
T~tbDQlog~ ~rogram on r~duce gravit~ fluid s~stems. 
" 
. tbe~mal cont~ol systems and r:euseable insillation systems 
9. TECHNOl.OGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 176 77 178 179 80 81 82 83 s{ 185 86 87 88 89 90 91 192 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
TeQl n, L)~r'alll 
Ar.o <:vc:. TAc:.t 
.. "' .... c:".. T"" .. + 
-.I 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 4 4 6 6 6 4 4 2 
CONTRACT 
Fl,JNDING (106 $) 
.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .2 .4 1. ( .5 .7 .4 • 1 
;; 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF a 
1. TITLE Liguid H~drogen/Liguid Ox~gen Attjtude NO. l ,7,8,12/P-1/8 
Control Systems for OTV Appl ication THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /27 , 76 
2. ~~~~d~V.fechnology for components of a LH2/LOX APS,such as thrusters. 
pumps, zero g reservoirs, and accumulators 2 and (;!erform s~stems testjng. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL @] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: ]9136 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM []] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH I!J 
GRD TEST ID AI R CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST []] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or mOie) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Development of technology for LHn/LOX system for orv's, includina small 
tnrusTers {Zo to IOU Ibs. thrustT, small cryogenic positive displacement 
pumps, accumulators, controls, refillable zero 9 reservoir, and propellent 
systems. After component technology is completed, systems testing will be 
performed to evaluate control requir~ments and measure heat input effects 
to thrusters and feed lines. Flight test demonstration as shuttle (;!ayload 
package needed to fully show flight readiness of all aspects of this 
system technology. 
---.~ 
~ 
• , 
k 
''; 
~. 
;; 
! 
.\ SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.I-
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE Liguid Hydrogen/Liquid Oxygen NO. 7,8,12/P-l/8 
,. 
THEME / W.G. / TASK Attitude Control Systems for OTV Application 
DATE 4 / 271 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Cryogenic APS offers advantages of high performance, light ·total system 
weight, clean non-toxic exhaust, and commonality of propellants with main 
propulsion system. Thruster technology has been demonstrated at 1250 lbs. , 
-----
thrust but not at smaller sizes where thermal control problems are more 
difficult. Small thrust cryogenic engines must be specially designed for 
accurate thermal control so that rapid start-up is achieved with cryogenic 
( S~"age-3-;-) 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
I 
I 
I 
8'~MR~ENT/PLANNED RELATED.ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
o - -11 
I FY80 New Start (#317) - "Functional and Performance Verification of an 
Integrated LH2/LOX APS" 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ~ .. 
System Analysis ~ p:1 
Thruster Tech. '\" 
,Lj. 
Sys. Component 
Technology 1'\7 
(#3l7) Sys.Test \ /'\ 
Flt Test on iV 
Shuttle Payload 
I 
I 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
I CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE. 
CONTRACT 
", 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE Liquid Hydrogen/Liquid Oxygen NO. 7,8,12/P-l/8 
Attitude Control Sys terns fo r OTV THEME I W.G.I TASK 
. 
Applications DATE_4 I!!. I 76 
( 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
propellants entering a warm engine. Long life and small imeulse bits 
are required to meet OTV requirements. For small pumps, rapid starJ-up 
and long life are needed which are difficult requirements for small cryo-
genic positive displacement pumps. 
!'" 
-
, 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,; 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
, 1. TITLE EarthStQr~b]e E~opu]sjan for Elaoetaa;y NO. -1QLf.~1/9 
Spacecraft THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
I.mprOlle ] j fetjme capabj]j~and perfQ~mallce lellel gf eadb-s~Q~able 
bipropellants. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [II, WILL BE LEVEL [ill UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1987 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM (!] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH I!J MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST I]] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Imgrove the lifetime capgbilit~ Qf eartb storable 1 j qlJj d bj propellants 
by the develo~ment of new materials for thrusters and hard seats for 
valves. Increase the ~erformance level by the test and evaluation of 
the bimodal engine technolo9l· 
_.' 
; 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE Earth Storable Propulsion for Planetar~ NO. 1O/P-l/9 
Seacecraft THEME I w.G.1 TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Conduct systems studies to identify life-ljmjtjng components. 
Evaluate components and assemble a system for verification testing. 
Determine inter~ctions and tecbDQ]og~ readiness. rest aDd~uate 
bimodal e~gine system operation. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Monopropellant system, which has lower eerformance; or live with life-
limiting components and replac~ as necessar~. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
~Qne 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
~nalysis & Design _S7 
~8~~~~~~f>nj: 
--" 
7 
-- --
1\ssemblx Test - -- _:s~ 
:,ystem Test -- _S 7 
MANPOWER. (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .2 .2 INHOUSE' .2 4 .2 .2 .2 
CONTRACT n n n n 1 .4 .4 ,2 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE RESISTOJET FOR (c) OTV MAIN PROPULSION, NO. 7-12 P-1 11 
-
AUXILIARY PROPULSION SEP-NEP THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 / 26, 76 
2. OBJECTIVE DEIJ,ELnp A LONG LIFE, HIGH p'ERFORMANCE RESISTOJET CAPABLE OF 
USING MONOPROPELLANT HYDRAZINE OR LOW FREEZl~G ~Ql~I MONO~R02ELL8tnS 
UJILI~ING ELECTRICAL HEATER POWER FROM EII!:lER NEE OR SEE SOIlRCES 
3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn, WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 198~ I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW []] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
'!i . 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED' STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS [!J RESEARCH II] 
GRD TEST m AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
, 
'! 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE $25Q[( for EY Z8 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGV ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-
RESISTOJET REQUIRES ELECTRICAL HEATER POWER FROM THE NEP OR SEP 
,·.1 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) THRUST LEVELS MUST BE SCALED UP FROM PRESENT LOW LEVELS. 
(2) Resistojet utilizing lo~ freezing PQjnt propellant (e.g. MMH) must 
tie delle]oped 
( 3) Im(:!roved long life heaters must be develo(:!ed for HIPET - LFP 
(:!ro~ellant a~~lication. 
(4) Materi als improvement program must be initiated. 
._-
r:: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF --L-
TITLE RESISTOJET FOR (C) OTV MAIN PROPULSION SEP-NEP NO. 7-12 P-l 11-
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 26/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Complete hydrazine electrothermal thruster develo~ment at 22N thrust 
level. 
(.2) Develop a 22~ HiPETH 
(3) Develop low freezing ~oint full electrothermal thru~ter to eliminate 
thermal problem. 
-(4) Develop HIPET typeh(;aters for use with carbon based low freezing point 
fuels. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS None 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Auxiliary Electrlc Propulsion Systems 
RTOP 506-22-10 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
(1)22N EHT f'--
--V 
(2)22N HIPETH . ,,)--h 
(3)LFP ET ~.-'I 
(4)LFP HIPET ~. i ,... 
.. 
(5}Materials -"'" ... 
(6)L ife Test 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
/ / / / INHOUSE. I 
! CONTRACT n .) ~. ).. 
.2 --> .:> 
FUNDING (106 $) 
,D.1i .. lfi dl}. ,c~ INHOUSE d!.' 
CONTRACT J~!l /A~ ~~ ,f0 ,fa 
.. 
, 
o 
SPACE TEC~NOLOGY NEED FdRM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 I------------------., .. P' I' __ ..... _ ....... n~ ........... ~ 
1. TITLE RESISTOJET FOR (C) OTV r1AIN PROPULSION 7-12 P-l 11 NO. ______________ ~ 
THEME /W.G./TASI< SEP-NEP 
DATE __ 4_/~~ __ 7_6 __ _ 
6) CONTINUATION (It Needed) 
Block No. 
(5) Conduct a materials improvement program to prevent nitriding of 
thruster. 
(6) Conduct long life testing of developed hardware in both the pulse 
and steady state mode of operation. 
'<...-.-----... ----.------.. - -~.-------.--- .. - "~1' -"" - - _.. _ ..... -.."';:, i' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
i 
TITLE Hydrogen Resistojet C(OTV) DATE .....A-/.29..-/-li 
TTNO. 7-12 OR WORKING GROUP NO. P-1! /I 
OBJECTIVE 
Delle] op I:jj gb ISe mader.:ate tbrust resjstojet 
I 
JUSTI FICATION I 
P.~esent ~es~stojetr, utilize b;}ld~a:t:ioe wbicb p!:olljdes moae!:ate IS~ 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN 
1- DJsign. fabricate, and ... conductte_sts on high temperature H2 resistojet 
2. Conduct deve10~ment on high temperature heaters 
3 . Conduct life test program 
4. . S,Ystem de'{.e10P!!1§D.t and.j~esL __ ' _____________ 
_.-
SCHEDULE FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK 
l. Prototype .- ~7 
2. Heater Do',,,' 
, 7 
3. L He Test 
'" 
~ 
4. Sy~tem Dev. Il 
and Test 
MANPOWER (M-V) 
)USE 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) , 
INHOUSE .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
CONTRACT 
.2 .2 .2 .2 .H . 1 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER JSC 
.-. 
,~,~;,\.i 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF ,}Ji'rlATIVE STATEMENT 
;1 
I 
l; , 
, 
",,..: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE MPD Thruster S~stem TechnolQg~ NO.7 ,8,9,10,11, 12/P-l/12 
Beaajness (SEP and NE~) , HEME 7 W.G. 7 tASk 
DATE-4...1-1.7 LZ6. 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Tbe M~D tbruster prQ~LI] sion S,)lstem_, 
large cargo earth or it operations, 
now seen as 8Ss9Rthl fat" ecoDcm'ica] 
will be brought to technology readiness. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 111. WILL BE LEVEL [[] UNDER EXISTING PLANS.(includes new 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY initiative) 
AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY!]] ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH Ii] 
. GRD TEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST W 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE ~es 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Nuclear-tbermQnjc ~Q~er s~stem de~elQPment 
or high Rower lightweight solar arra~s. 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Incorgoraterecent research results on gulsed mode ogerating research 
devices into a high power level thruster capable of operating at steady 
st-a-t-e. Determi ne performance 1 evel s & i denti fy promi si ng avenues af 
thruster imgrovement. Define an MPD Thruster S~stem and initiate 
develoQm~nt of critical comgonents. 
- -
-. 
. . 
. -
., 
., 
> ~
ISPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE: MPD Thruster System Technology Readiness NO.7 18 19! 1O! 11! 12LP-1/1 
(SEP & NEP) THEME / W.G./ TASK ! 
, 
1 DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
, I } 
II Design l fabricate l and conduct tests on a high ~ower MPD thruster. 
21- Conduct researcb into wa~s of increasing MPD tbruster efficiency 
and lifetime. 
3) Develop thrust subsystem concepts. 
-_. 
I 4) Design, fabricate & test critical system components. 
, 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Large size Ion thrusters (~100 cm dia) 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
JPL FY78 new initiative on MPD thruster s~stem technolog~ readiness. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 
TASK ITEM 
Research 
~~ead~oard rus er 
tJ;ototY~1:! ruste 
CO!!!Eonent R&D 
System Developmen 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE' 
CONTRACT 
-I 
j--~---. 
76 77 78 
.1 
a 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 
~ 
-~ 7 
''7 
'\ 7 
• 21. ~ 1.2 1.0 1.0 
.8 2. 2.8 B.O .0 
94 95 
=.~ I--
, 
, . 
it :1 
'{ 
" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF l. 
1.TITLE Hjgb Specific Impulse Electric 2~Oplllli~on NO.7 ,8,9 ,II ,12/Pl/l_3_ 
for Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide the Technolog~ for an Effjcient Higb Spec~f~c Impulse IQR 
Thru,ster System for Orbit Raising from Low Earth Orbit to a ~jgber 
Orbit using Low Cost Inert Fuels 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL [§] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL m FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [X] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY []] 'ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST []] AIR CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST [i] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY High ~owerl lightweight solar arra~s. 
N.E.P. Power Source 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Scaling of present tbruster s.llstems to ~eqlli~ed s~;zes 
(2) Efficient operation demoDst~ated on ~ner~ 
(3) Demonstration of adeguate total impul~e per tbruster module 
'" 
.. 
-
-,.". 
. " 
~ 1 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
, PAGE20F_~ 
TITLE High Isp Electric Propulsion for Orbital NO.78.9.11.121PlI13 
Transfer Vehicle THEME I W.G./ TASK 
'-
SEP/NEP DATE 4/28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Define S~stem Reguirements 
(2) Design Thruster System 
(3) Incorporate ~nto Existing Technology Program 
(4) Perform Directed R&T 
(5) Demonstrate Critical Performance Parameters 
, , 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTQe 506-22-3Q. 5Q6-22-~Q 
ProRuls;on Pall~t Ex~erimgnt. Se~INX BLC 
LeBC ·Z8 New IDjtjatj~e to de~e]QP thrustsubs~stem tecbDQ]og~ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Define Rea. I-I--
Design Sys. i-t--
Baseline R&T 
Directed R&T 
Critical Tests 
Fliqht Proj. 
Fi ight "IIi if' 
Pa 11 et Tests ~, ~ iJ ~~ 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
110 INHOUSE -:-- 5 7 20 20 20 30 30 20 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.? .li li h ( hr he .0 (f) INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 25 25 .5 .CIl. a p.O B.O b. ( .C 
~' 
.1 
I' 
. " 
t-
Z 
C 
> w 
~ 
... 
a: 
!: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F 3 
1. TITLE Solar Heated H~drogen NO. 1,7,8,9, . 
Tb~uste~ Ml!rU'/W.t. 7t~S~ 
DATE_4 /.1-8, 76 
21 OBJECTIVE To provide high specific impulse in a low thrust 
pro12ulsion s;ystem suitable for s:Qacecraft . Tbe l.HH: of (Coot) 
3. NEED ANAI~YSIS 
a) LEVH NOW EJ, WILL BE LEVEL [3 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b!t{EQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH []I MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Q ANALYSIS Q RESEARCH Q 
GRD TEST bOl AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 00 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY IQng te~m sto~age of c~~ogeDs 
in sl2ace . 
.-
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
The system is visualized as consisting of a solar energy 
collector, a form of a solar furnace~ a heat exchanger, 
and a oozz]e. Tbe cOlJcept j s to beat b;y:d~ogelJ 'sto~ed as a 
liguid} and expand it to g high exhaust veloQit~ th~ougb 
a suitable nozzle. Technology is required to provide a 
lightweight form of a solar furnace suitable for a s12acecraf,1; . 
.. ~ ---
-. 
J 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE 1,7,ti,9,lO Solar Heated Hydrogen Thruster NO. 11. 12/ P-ll It 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
CQndllct totaJ s~stem stlldjes to dete~mjne desjgn c~jterja and 
interfaQe ~eQ.l.Ii~emeots. Prepare QooQeptl.lal design. EX~JJ...t..EL-
technology dempnstration of sUbsystem elements. Fabricate 
and test totdl s~stem. Conduct flight tests in s}2ace 
em[j ~onment 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Hydrogen/oxygen system2 oxygen/ 
hydrocarbon system, SEP, N2H4 monopropellant. 
8. CURRENT/PLANI\lED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
,." ; TASK ITEM 
ystem Study 1-
~onceDt. Design f-
~e"'-!- ('...,,..,,,......,,,,o,,,-!-,,, 
'-" ~yst. Gnd. Test , 
li'light Test I- I--
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE .2 .4 .4 1.( l.~ 1.~ TB 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (1()6 $) 
INHOU$L: 
CONTRACT .1 .4 .4 .8 1.( .8 TB 
\. 
.;;.on 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE Solar Heated Hydrogen Thruster NOl , . '7, tj, 9, 
. l~ 11 12 tIl:±:5 T EME !w.G: TASK 
DATE 4 / 2pt Z6 
( 2 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
! 
. so] 8:C eDe:cg;jl: to beat b~dl:!ogetl elimitlati9:' tAe :sese :tie ea,PP:f !%ft 
oxibizer l and Qrovides tbfil I;lot~n:tjal (OI! Isp :lla]lles g:ceateI! 
, 
thahlOOO sec. In adgi:tlon. :tbe exballst P:COdllcts aI!e 
benign and avoid Qotential QQotamina:t 1!;;m O( senso:cs aDd 
optical devices. 
i 
i 
'i 
-, 
! , 
" i 
! 
i 
I 
: 
I 
I 
! 
i .. 
-
, 
',. 
i, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF L 
1. TITLE 1~')~jl1. laser 2topulsjoo ~.¥stelll fOj: OJ:bH NO.:1 - [6 
Iraosfer ~ebjc]e THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE-4-I-Z/l 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide high Isp (1000 to 2000 sec) lasQ~ heated feeket 
engine for orbit to orbit transfer of unmanned payloads and to 
provide attitude control capability . 
3. NEED ANALYSIS • 
a) LEVEL NOW []], WILL BE LEVEL [3] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TiECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1990 I 
, c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT; 
HIGH GJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY GJ ANALYSIS GJ RESEARCH GJ 
GRDTEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLiGHTTEST GJ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes (EY'Z6 $2001{; EY '7A <l:1nnnv\ 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY laser powel:: t~a lam~ tte~, l·a 1"9 e 
power sxstems (greater tbao 1 Mw) ir:l geQsYRG Q~b~t. , 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Demoostt'ate abso~ptiQR Qf laser raEliatiol1 il1 gases to 
p~odlAGe ISj3 between 1000 and 2000 sec i 0 Oe¥ise p~actjcal lightweight lase~ team eelleeter te feeus beam il1io 
rocket propellants. 
- _. 
-
~ 
, 
, ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE:2 OF I.J 
TITLE 7 8-9-10.., 11 Laser Pro~ulsion S~stem for Qrbjt Iransfer NO. l~~l:jPt:: ' . 
Vehicle. THME lW.G. /TASK 
DATE-1L. / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 CQ!lj;j!lue current research on laser propulsion 
0 Conduct ground demonstration of a laser propulsion system 
0 COllduct fl ight test of a scale model of a laser propulslOn systeiii--
0 Conduct fl j gb.:L.t.ell~.LJ..ightweighLca] lector: a/l£L.opti cs s-ystem.. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
:~ , 
, 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Research Q!l ]aSill:'-heated rocket propulsion s,¥stems 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 178 179 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Researcb 
Ground Test f--Bl 
Sca 1 e Eli aht Ie !it R 
l3 
Ontir<: J:"linht ~ 
' J' 
Test 
, ! 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 5 4 4 Ii Ii Ii Ii 7 6 Ii 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE o 15 15 .2 .2 
CONTRACT 2 75 75 .0 ~,5 P5 Ii Ii~ ,0 .0 
i SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE HIO BELL NOZZLE ENGINE (ADVANCED SSME) NO. 8-10-12 P-l 17 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
4 27, 76 ) DATE / I ! 
2. OBJECTIVE PROVIDE AN ADVANCED SSME FOR HLLV, HLLV2' AND ADVANCED 
r" 
VEHICLE. IMPROVEMENTS WITH INCREASE ISR, EXPAND QPEB8IION8L 
CAPABILITY AND DECREASE ULLAGE & llEI:lICI E WEIGH!. (C;cmt'd) 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW (]], WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ~ ANAL YSIS [K] RESEARCH rn 
GRD TEST !Xl AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOL0ftIUf'~~~Nf!&MEB'xTS ~QUlrtRNr~~ 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY H PU PS, E D B E. NOZZLES, 
· ; I~TERIALS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE TURBINE BLADES 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
COMPONENT TESTING FOR ZERO NPSH IN LOX PUMPS (LH2 ZERQ MRS!:! 8LBE8DY • 
mABLISI:IED); C;OObING :n;CHNIQUf;S ANI) MA+E;RIAb M¥ANGE;MEN+S N!;GHSAR¥ 
FQB INCREASED CHAMBER ERESSUP(; ENGINE SYSIEM IESIS IQ EXAMINE IBINSIENI 
AND STEADY STATE PARAMETERS (SIMIL8B IQ J2S IESIING); IDLE MORE ANAlYSES 
AND DEMONSTRATION. 
-
.J 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE HID BELL NOZZLE ENGINE (ADVANCED SSME} NO~ A_ 1 n_ 1 ?lP_l 17 . 
THEMe / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~ / 29/76 
6, RECOMIYIENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Study engine system to quantify potential improvements; acguire 
com'pOfuUlt t8ctulo1ogy; ~edes~gA, fab~~cate aAd test s~asystems; assemble 
and test experjmental engine. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Standard SSME 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP in Qlanning stage 
, ,"-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
S~stem Stud.l 1-
Tech. Acoui. 
-
100-1-
" 
-
I--Subsvst. Test 
Exper Ena 
Fab. & Test -I--r--
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE .5 2.( 2. 3. 5.( 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING no6 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACV .2 .5 .6 .5 3. ( 
, .... 
, , 
'. 
, '. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM IIJO. I 
PAGE 3 OF 3 ~ _ ........ 'fIrW ....... ~~ ....... ~~-.rJIJIIl...,.,.. ...... ~,~=;;;;=;;;;....~ 
1. TITLE HID BELL NOZZLE ENGINE NO. 8-:10;12 P-l 17 
(ADVANCED SSME) THEME I W.G./TASK 
DATE_4 1:!1 / 76 
2 CONTINUATI0i'J (If Needed) 
Bloc!< No. 
ADVANCED VEHICLE STUDIES HAVE INDICATED A PRIME NEED FOR EXTENDIBLE 
NOZZLES. THE SSME EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE IS IDEAL FOR PROVIDING THIS 
TECHNOLOGY WHICH IS READILY TRANSFERABLE TO OTHER ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS. 
BY.PROVIDING IDLE MODE CAPABILITY IN THE SSME. IT MAY BE POSSIBLE TO 
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR AN ORBIT MANEUVERING SYSTEM IN THE ORBITER OR 
THE 2ND STAGE OF AN HLLV. OR HLLV2. IDLE MODE AND ZERO NPSH ARE 
ATTRACTIVE METHOPS FOR UTILIZING PROPELLANT RESIDUALS. ZERO NPSH ALSO 
DECREASES THE REQU1RED PROPELLANT ULLAGE PRESSURES. AND CONSEQUENTLY 
DECREASES VEHIClE WEIGHT. INCREASED Isp CAN BE PROVIDED BY IN£REASING 
EXPANSION RATIO MADE POSSIBLE BY INCREASED CHAMBER PRESSURE. PRELIMINARY 
STUDIES INDICATE THAT INCREASED PC WILL PROBABLY REQUIRE INCREASED 
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURES. WHICH IN TURN REQUIRES ADVANCED MATERIALS 
FOR TIIRS I NE BI ADES 
---,--- . -~. -_._. ---
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF L 
1. TITLE AIR AUGMENTAIIQN OE EARI~ IO ORBII NO. 2-12 ~~~ 19 
SOLID ROCKEl ErmINES THEME/ W.G. TASK 
DATE--1-/2J..1Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE To grovide a 5 to 7 ~ercent increase in bQQster engjner 
Isp tbrollgb ajr augmentatjoD 
, 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL bl UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT- SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
I AT LEVEL GJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1925 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM D LOW [iJ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [[I MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY IYJ ANAL YSIS [i] RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST Ii] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [iJ 
OTHER (Specify) D . (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Air augmentation is currentl~ used in cruise missile a~~lications 
where essentja]]~ stead~ state operatjon js achje~ed. Launch vehicle 
benefit ~ill be determined ~here altitude ~ariatiQn results in 
t~ans1int ope~at1ng conditions. Analys1s and p~alimina~ dati 
:ind1cate a 5 to 7. pe~cent inC:~iasi in Isp ma,yba 1!8alhad. 
~ 
_.-
-
., 
..J 
,;, , 
-j 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO• 1 
PAGE 20F . 
TITlE AIR AUGMEHTATIQN QF EAR1~ 1Q QRBII NO. R-l? IP-1 LI9 
___ SaUD HOCKEI ENGINES THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /27 / 76 
6. RECOMI'y'IENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
°Conduct R & T studies to develo~ conce~t and verif~ Q~er~]l benefjt 
~Con~c~und based tests.and subscale. flight test to verify 
expe~imenta]]~ the pe~fD~mance gains 
2tonduct-f~11 scale fligbt ve~ification test 
7. AL TERNATIVi: APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
. ... 
. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 178 179 80 81 82 83 84 185 86 187 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 195 
TASK ITEM 
Conceot Veri f ' 
Subsea 1~ .fIt 31 Test 
J:'llll <:raJ '" 
Flt. Test 
I 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ . • 1 5 3 3 3 2 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE (l .1 1 2 2 1 
CONTRACT 05 2 .5 .0 .0 
i 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE Liquid Hydro~en/Liquid Oxygen NO. 1,8, 10 ,12 /P-1 120 
Attitude Control Systems for THEME / W.G./ TASK 
Launch Vehicles (HLLVl ) DATE 4 I 28l 76 
2. OBJECTIVE LH2/LOX APS 1 such Develop technology for components of a as 
thrusters, pumps, zero "g" reservoir 2 and accumulators z and 
perform systems testing. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [l] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM !Xl LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM [XJ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH IiU 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 00 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED F.OR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Development of technology for LH2L1,QX s~stern fOl:! ad~ratlced 
launch vehicles, including thrusters (800 to 1,5QO Jbs. tb~llst 
small cryogenic positive disQ1acement QumQs, accumulatQrs, 
controls, refillable zero "g" reservoirs! and QroQe1lant 
systems. After com2onent technology is completed, s~stems 
testing will be Qerformed to evaluate cQnt~Q] ~eqllj l:!ernents 
and measure heat inQut e.ffs:cts t_Q..Jill:r.ustel:!s and feed ] j tles . 
Flight test demonstration of a subscaJe s~st.em as Sbllttle 
payload package needed to fully show flight re.adiness of a]] 
aspects of this system technology. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20Fl--
TITLE Liquid Hydrogen/Liguid Ox;ygen NO.l z 8 z10 12/P-1/20 
Attitude Control S;y:stems for Launch THEME I w.G.1 TASK 
Vehicles DATE~/28/:L6 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Cryogenic APS offers advantages of high 2erformancez low total 
system weight, clean non-toxic exhaust~ and commonalit;y: of 
propellants wi~h main propulsion system. Thruster tec~~ology 
has been pursued at 1,250 lbs. thrust which showed that liquid 
cryogens could be successfully used in a pulsing attitude 
control thruster. The eX2ected 2roblems of thermal (continued) 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11 
FY 80 New Start (#3112 - "Functional and Performance 
Verification of an Integrated LH2LLOX APS." 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ¢ Te bh 0 01 
System Analysi Re lid ne ~s 
,1 
Thruster Tech. .. 
System Compon-
ent Technology 
Systems Testin! 
(# 3l7)i1~~~If1s 
.... 
Test on Shuttl 
Payload 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106.$) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE Liguid H~drogen/Liguid Ox~gen NO.lz 8 zlO z12Lp-IL20 
I Attitude Control S~stems for THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Launch Vehicles 
DATE 4/28 ;76 
( 6 ) CONTINI JATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
control~ Eerformance z ignitionz and combustion stabilit~ were 
solved. However, additional work is needed on performance, 
cooling, and thruster life. Additional component work is 
needed on small cryogenic positive displacement pumps, 
accumulators, zero "g" refillable tanks, propellant feed lines 
and manifolds, and system controls. 
" 
" 
" 
-
I 
i 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED fORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
-
1. TITLE Auxiliary Propulsion, Low Cost Space NO. 12 L P-l L 21 
Propellants for QTV, HLLV1, HLLV2, and Advanced THEME I W.G./ TASK 
Vehicle 
DATE 4 /27 I 76 
2. ~J~~li~/te the ignition, combustion, and cooling characteristics Qf 
low cost, high density impulse propellants (such as LOX-Propane) under 
space start, restart, and steady state conditions. This technoloav is 
on Ie I 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL !]J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMeNT -SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [!] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED ,fOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
The following is required: ignition characteristics. gerfQrmaDce. 
cooling caeabnit~, and combustion stabi]it~. 
_ .. 
., 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE Auxiliary Propulsion. Low Cost Space Propellants NO. 12/ P-l / 21 
for OTV. HLLV]; HLLV2• and Advanced Vehicle THEMEIW.G./TASK 
DATE~ / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Conduct l'imited survey of low cost and high density fuels and oxidizel's for 
both pressure-fed and pump-fed systems. Conduct single element and subscale 
firings over a range of propellant temperatures. pressures. and mixture 
ratios. Photographic coverage shall be conducted to obtain qualitative 
understanding of the measured data (C* Pc, Q/p. etc.). Full scale injector 
firings ~~ a limiaed numbergot the most promising propellants shall be con-ont,nue 011 page . . 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Use less dense O-H system with its inherent complexjty and packaging problems 
or ~ay increased costs of amine fuel 2 if available. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
!j NDne. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 S5 
TASK ITEM 
Analysis 
Subscale Design 
- !-
Fab. & Test. 
Full Scale Des., - I-
Fab. & Test 
MANPOWER (M-Y) ., 
INHOUSE __ .2 .2 .2 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE r-CONTRAC'=--- .1~ .2 .5 
ii;' 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
>. 
Ip-l 721 1. TITLE Auxiliary Propulsion, Low Cost S2ace NO. 12 
Propellants for orv, HLLV1, HLLV2, and 
THEME IW.G./ TASK 
Advanced Vehicle DATe--11 27/ 76 
( 2 ~ 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
Objectives (Contld) - , 
required at this time so that development can be initiated if FY8l to 
meet the 1985 op~ratiDnal use date . .... 
.. -
This technology is required so that the amine fuel presently being used 
in the shuttle OMS and ReS can be replaced with a more easil~ available 
and cheaper fuel. The cost of amine type fuels has risen from the begin-
ning of the shuttle program from approximately $4/lb. to $8/1b. H~dro-
carbon fuels can be obtained for less than 50¢/lb. In addition, amine 
"," 
" 
fuels are becoming more difficult to process due to environmental problems, 
-so it is necessary to have a replacement available in event that production 
is sharply cut back and/or costs increase excessively. 
Recoll111ended Approach/Program Plan to Accomplish Need (Contld) -
ducted. Vacuum ignition, heat flux, performance and combustion stabilit~ 
shall be investigated. 
-
, 
, 
... 
-
I 
I 
--
~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE Low Cost ProQellant Auxi1iar~ Prol2ulsion DATE...4..../..l!L/.Jil. 
Technolog~ for Adv. Shuttle TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO.P-lLTa~k 2 
~BJ£CT~VE o eve op technology for low cost hydrocarbon fuels for ReS and OMS 
urQuy]sion for Shytt]e jm~rQ~ements ~nd gd~gnced ]auncb ~ebjc]es, 
-
JUSTI FICATION low cost (and bjgber performance) p:cope]]ant cowbjoathms. 
such as LOX-Qrol2ane! are needed to rel2lace the earth storables now used on 
Shuttle. 
, 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN --' 
Work will be initiated on both attitude control thrusters of about 1000 lbs. 
thrust and a Qum~-fed OMS engine of about 6000 lbs. thrust. ~arjous 
h~drocarbon fuelLLOX grogellant combinations will be evaluated and one 
selected for.~~rim~rtal. __ ~orL9n inj~_!or~Lthrust dHi~i.9.ers, engine c~cl~_ 
studies, and eumps. 
-
SCHEDULE FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TA~K () ec 0 HC ea in ss 
RCSThruster _Tech '1:11 <:"T 
OMS Injector/Chamb. ~17 ~ 
OMS Cycle Study ~L,jl7 
OMS Turbomachinery \:b ~ 
OMS El'lq. Breadboard ~ 7 ID 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
JUSE 2 4 4 5 4 
ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .6 .8 .5 .8 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER LeRC in consultation with JSC , 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT 
, 
;: 
" , 
::""' 
'. , , .
. '; 
, 
., 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ;;l 
1. TITLE 1,7,8,9, kid l~ajJ ced H;v:dI!ogen,lOx;v:gec EI!Oplll::i;;j,on NO. ;!,;!,- ;b:J,lF::b,l:::l:::l 
System for Launch Vehicles THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE..--lL /2f3l ~6. 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide the technolog~ base for large b~drQgenLQx~gen 
engines oI2erating at chamber I2ressures greater thgn 3QQQ ~si, 
and emQlo;ying unc.o.nventional configurations. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW IZJ, WILL BE LEVEL [3J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 19901 
c) RI$K IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
~IGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
I 
ENABLING 09 OR d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED.: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [j RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST lliJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or ;nofe) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Material research to enable higher turbine inlet temQerature s 
and extended low c~cle fatigue life for combustor comQonents z 
impPG¥9Q ::b(;Hlg ::bi~€l a€lapings aIiQ seals. Q8Iieept~al QeSi§Ii 
stud~e~ and ~ubseQuent sy~teID demQnstratiQn prQgrams a~e 
required for the geometric configurations being considered. 
The~ are: Bell nozzles; linear/aerosQike; and I21ug cluster. 
The thrust level being considered is 350K to 1000K lbf. 
-
-._-- ---
",~., " __ ~n..,=-=......,·_-.:>=>'",~~,-~, .;;~~ ; 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F-2-
TITLE Advanced Hydrogen/Oxygen Propulsion 
1 7 ,ts 9 
NO.' h' 12/Pl/2? 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
System. for L ... unQh 1JGhiQls8 
i DATE 4 / 28/76 
I 
: 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Ii Material investigations should be initiated immediately. For 
" 
the unconventiona.l configurations, system studies are I 
I reguired to determine design criteria and componen:L..m:2.e.ra ting 
! levels (t~, pressure, etc. ) . Establ1sbment of component 
technolog;y: base is fOllowed OJ[ fabricatioD &: test of breadboard 
systems. 
'I; 7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIOM; ~ - None 
, 
I 
i~_ j , 
i 
',8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
I 
BTOE's 506-2]-]] aod +:90-aO-12 
I 
'9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Mt'l. Invest. 
S;y:stem Studies 
Component Dev. 
- '-" 
~ystem Fab. ... I- -I-
Sys.Test (Aero 
-
I 
$.vst,TE"st (D1J~ ) 
, tl Config. Select 
np'lTpl()nmpYlr. -- r--
-
._-
! 
'1'"'-
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
I INHOUSE 2 2 2 3 3 3 
i CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 7' [1.5 .5 3 3 t:>.5 ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE High Performance LOX/Hydrocarbon NO.l.8.l2/P-l/23 
Propulsion Systems fDr Booster Applications THEME / W.G. / TASK 
(HLLV 2) DATE 4 / 28 i 76 
2Dg'~T~~hnoloqy for high performance LOX/hydrocarbon ero~ulsion s~stems 
including bell nozzle types. aerospike/linear engines. and ~lug cluster 
arrangements for booster applications. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 11], WILL BE LEVEL [I] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL @] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 19951 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM IT1 LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH []] MEDIUM D LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY I]] ANALYSIS Ul RESEARCH [j 
GRD TEST!]] AI R CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CAN 01 DATE Yes 
.. . 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
High performance LOX/hydrocarbon proEulsion s~stems are needed for future 
booster applications that provide high specific imEulse. comEact size. high 
thrust/weight ratio. reusability. and use high bulk density propellants. 
-NM .. 
A variety of engine Cycles and configurations are applicable including 
high pressure bell nozzle engines. plug cluster. or linear/aerospike (plug 
nozzle) types that provide high specific impulse at sea level and throughout 
the flight by the use of altitude compensating nozzles. 
- . 
-, 
'. ," 
,'i 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE High Performance LOX/Hydrocarbon Propulsion NO,1,8,12/P-l/23 
Systems for Booster Applications THEME / W,G. / TASK 
DATE 4/ 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Technology program should include: engine and vehicle studies; determina-
tion of relative advantages of various engine types; thrust chamber cooling 
studies with fuel, oxidizer, or auxiliary coolant; studies of various candi-
date hydrocarbon fuels, such as methane, propane, RP-l, RJ-5, and other 
intermediate density or heavy hydrocarbon fuels to evaluate their perform-
ance, cooling capability, and operational problems; (See page 3.~ eng;i,ne component tech-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
790-40-12 2 506-21-112 506-21-10 
FY79 New Start #305, "Plug Cluster Engine Demonstration" 
FY80 New Start #307, "Comp. Tech. for High Press. LOX/Hydrocarbon Booster 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY ., 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
" 
a 
TASK ITEM 
.b Te h. IC~ Eng. & Vehicle .I ... Re di es 
! 
" 
Studies -l-
'" b Hi Dens. Fuel Sty I~ t-- t-~ t7 
c Hi Pres. Eng. Can 
ponent Tech(#307) -\ 7 Lp. 
Plug r#~051r vemo ·"\-7 LI-lo d 
e Breadboard Eng. ~-l> -yr 
Demonstration 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
"j CONTRACT 
~~ .; 
, ; 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE Hi gh Perfonnance LOXLH~drQ!;;~u:bQn NO.1 ,8~ 1 ~/P-l/23 
'""--
Propulsion Systems for Booster Applications THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE_4 /~/ 76 
( ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
nolog~ Qrogram. including de~jgD. fgbri!;;gtjQD. and testjng of selected ___ 
critical components, such as fuel and oxidizer rich preburners, main 
injector, thrust chamber and main fuel turbopump; pressure-fed breadboard 
testing of preburners, main injector, and thrust chamber. 
Suppottin~ work is needed on low cycle thermal fatigue life of thr.ust 
chambers, turbopump bearings and seal~, high temperature turbine materials, 
, 
and cold and hot flow evaluation of plug cluster arrangements to determine 
nozzle performance losses. 
, 
, 
! 
" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TiTlE High Performance Dual Fuel Engines NO. l38sl2lp-l l24 
for Booster Applications (HLLVZ) THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 / 28176 
2. OBJECTIVE 
DeveloQ technolog~ for advanced dual fuel en~ines fQ~ b~d~Q-
carbon/LOX/hydrogen propellants for use on advanced boosters 
using mixed mode 2ro2ulsion. 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS NOTE: [[) For Dual Throat Config. 
a) lEVEL NOW !g], WILL BE lEVEL [3J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [5] FOR OPE RA TlONAl SYSTEM USE BY lQATE:1995 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [Xl MEDIUM 0 lOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [KJ MEDIUM 0 lOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY lKJ ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH fU 
GRD TEST {X] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
", Dual fuel engines are aQQlicanJe tQ ad~anced booste::cs using 
mixed mode QroQulsioD. Tbe Qua] flJel engine bll~ns bjgb 
densit~ QroQellants. such as LOXLh~drQQarnQn ea~l~ in the 
flight and switches to LOXiLH2 later lD tbeflight. Y:ar:!.QUS 
engine configurations are applicable, including: high 
pressure staged combustion engines, LOX cooled; high Qressure 
tri2ro2ellant engine 2 H290oled.;_dual throat engine; splj t 
combustor aeros2ike , etc. 
-.-
I 
,"!i 
'.1 
~ 
ORIGINAl] PXGB 19~ 
OF POOR QUALlTY! 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TITLE 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF --1--
NO.l.i8.i121 P-l 124 High Performance Dual Fuel Engines 
for Boos,ter A12plications THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Perform studies to evaluate use of mixed mode QroQulsion using 
dual fuel engines for advanced boosters. Perform engine system 
trade-off and ~rometric studies to determine fuel-~Q.oxidizer 
combinations, engine turbo12um12 drive c;y:cle 2 cooling method,~d 
component preliminar;y: design for selected thrust levels in the 
range from 500,000 to 1,500,000 pounds. Perform (continued) 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11 , 790-40-12. FY 79 New Start #305 2 "Plug Cluster 
Engine. " FY 80 New Start #3072 "ComQ. Tech. for High Press. 
LOX{Hpdrocarbon Booster Engine." Dlla llel E~oPJlJ sj 00 S~lstem" " FY 78 New .Start #117, "Adv. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM R 0 I ~~~~ne Vehicli 'I: 17 0 Te ph. ;u lies ~ Re d' ne f3s 
Basic SubscalE I~ 1'1 
~omponent 
Research 
#307-Comp.Tech 6 '\l 
#117 ~~~l Fuel 
-S stem I~ V 
Breadboard Eng 
System Demo. ,LJ R 
'POWER (M-Y) 
'OUSE __ 
-TRACT 
-'106 $) 
" 
C 
.' 
r: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1.TITLE High Performance Dual Fuel Engines 
for Booster Applications 
6 ) 
Block No. 
CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
NO.l,8,12 /P-l / 24 
THEME / W.G. 'I TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
component technology programs based on selection of critical 
comp6nents for the engine configuration and propellant 
combination selected~ 
The technology in this area is supported by work on high 
pressure H2-02 booster engines and high performance LOX/ 
hydrocarbon engines and also requires additional work on 
specific problem areas related to the use of two propellant 
combinations in the same engine. 
()l{IGDt.W PAGE IS 
'OF pOOR QUALITY 
~ 
n 
I 
t .. 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF .!l 
1. TITLE Liquid Hydrogen/Liquid Oxygen NO.1,8,10,12/P-1 / 25 
Attitude Control Systems for Launch THEME / W.G. / TASK 
.-
Vehicles (Adv. Vehicle) 
4/28/76 DATE 
2. ~BJE~TIV~ eve op echno1ogy for components of a LHZ/LOX APS, such as thrusters, 
pumps, zero "g" reservoir, and accumulators, and perform systems 
testing. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [l]. WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
."' 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY .. 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I " 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D ANALYSIS D RESEARCH [8] 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ~ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
' .. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO l: ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Development of technology for LH2/LOX system for advanced 1 aunch .if 
.... 
vehicles, including thrusters (800 to 1,500 lbs. thrust), small 
cryogenic positive displacement pumps, accumulators, controls, 
ret1l"i.:-ble zero "g" reservoirs, and propellant systems. After 
component technology is completed, systems testing will be performed 
to evaluate control requirements and measure heat input effects to 
thrustel"s and feed lines. Flight test demonstration of a subscale 
system as Shuttle payload package! needed to fully shoW-flight 
readiness of all aspects of this system technology. 
---~ 
.-
..J 
~i%'I;;~~'t!:\Io""",~-="",,",.~"""~-. _._o<~ .. "_. 
" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM3NO.1 PAGE 20F 
TITLE Liquid Hydrogen/Liquid Oxygen NO.1, 8,10,12/ P-l/ 25 
Attitude Control Systems for l.aunch THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Vehicles DATE 4 /28 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PAOGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Cryogenic APS offers advantages of high perfo~lance, low total 
system weight, clean non-toxic exhaust, and cOOImonal ity of 
propellants with main propulsion system. Thruster technology 
has been pursued at 1,250 lbs. thrust which showed that liquid 
cryogens could be successfully used in a pul sing attitude control 
thruster. The expected problems of thermal (continued) 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
'-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11 
FY 80 New Start (#317) - "Functional and Performance Verification 
of an Integrated LH2/LOX APS. II 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM R 0 
I 
Syst~ Analysis .~ . .\ 7 ..v it ~ 
Thruster Tech. 6 '\ 
System Compon-
ent Technology IL' V 
Systems Testing ILJ IV' 
(#317) ~r~~~~5 1\7 
.~ 
Test on Shuttle 
Payload 
" 
MANPOWER (M:Y) , 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
f"" 
.' -I' 
,. ~ 
I' 
I~ 
«: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
.. '01.; ... 
1. TITLE High Performance H2-02 Reusable Propulsion NO.l,7,8,9,11,12/P-l/26 
Systems for Orbit Maneuvering System (OMS) THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Applications DATE_4_ / 28, 76 
2.0BJECTIVEOevelop technology for high performance, reusable H2-02 sEace 
propulsion systems including staged combustion bell nozzle, ex~ander 
cycle bell nozzle, and aerospike engines. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn, VlilLL BE LEVEL ~J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [[) FOR OP.~RATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
.~ . 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM I]] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 00 LOW 0 
L 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [J ANALYSIS rn RESEARCH [!) 
GRD TEST rn AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE YES 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a) Staged combustion bell nozzle engine (ASE)- Continue LeRC component 
technology program on thrust chamber, main fuel and oxidizer turbopumps, 
preburner, main injector, low cycle thermal fatigue chamber life, 
turbopump bearings and seals, and boost pump multiroller drive system. 
Expand program with FY '78 new initiative #119, "Reusable Engine Systems 
Test (RECEST)," to obtain data on operation of the powerhead breadboard 
-
assembly of staged combustion cycle engine and aerospike engine breadboard . 
... --'"'-------
b) Aerospike expander cycle engine - Complete planned LeRC ~rogram on 
testing of 25K thrust aerospike chamber. Work also needed on thermal 
-fatigue life of segments of chamber and breadboard system test using 
(Continued on page 3) 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE High Performance H2-02 Reusable Propulsion NO.l,7 ,8,9,11, l2/P-l/26 
Systems for Orbit Maneuvering System (OMS) THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Applications 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
High performance reusable engines are needed for OMS aeelications us;ing 
hydrogen-oxygen propellants to reduce system weight, provide commonality 
\'Iith main propulsion, APS, and fuel cells, thereby reducing cost. H2-02 
systems are inherently clean, have non-toxic exhaust, and good reusability 
-
aspects. High pressure engines are desirable to provide maximum specific 
impulse in a small compact package and minimize enqine weiqht. Slush 
(r-nnt; nll<lri nn n:l n<l ':l) 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES/OPTIONS 
"-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11, 506-21-12, 910-03-01 
FY '78 New Start #119, "RECEST - Reusable Cryogenic Engine Systems Test. II 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
-' 
" . ~ 
TASK ITEM R Te h. 0 10 
Staged Comb. Eng. 0 Re di es 0 
Tech. Program ,,~ ~ V 
-Aerospike Tech. V 
RECEST (#119) I.~ "'7 
Slush Cryogens fj \l 
Reusable Cryogen 
Insulation Syste s V 
ASE with Boose Pu ps 1.',5: \l 
MANPOWER (M-V) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT ~ 
I 
. SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE High Performance H2-02 Reusable Propulsion NO.1 ,7 ,8,9,11 , 12/P-1 /26 
Systems for Orbit Maneuvering System (OMS) THEME I W.G.I TASK 
Applications 
DATE 4 ~ I 28, 76 
( 5 & 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
5. b) Mark 48 fuel and oxidizer pumps as part of FY '78 neW start #n9, 
RECEST 
c) FY '78 new start #119, Reusable Cryogenic Engine Systems Test (RECEST) 
·d) Sl ush Cryogens - Evaluate methods of manufacture" storage, handling, 
pumping, and cost of applying to a flight system. Demonstrate these 
technology areas at moderate sca1e 
e) Reusab1:e cryogenic insulation systems - Continue LeRC program to 
provide technology on two approaches: (1) evacuated load bearing 
insulation systems; and (2) reusable purged multilayer insulation 
system 
f) ASE with boost pumps - Add boost pumps and their drive system to the 
~ ...... " 
powerhedd breadboard assembly tested under (c). above 
I 
't..~~ 
6. cryogens are desirable to reduce tankage volume. High performance 
reusable cryogen insulation systems are needed that are rugged, have 
,. 
low heat leak, and are reusable for up to 50 missions. 
: I 
I 
I : 
i 
I 
c-.c. __ 
_ . 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE High Performance LOX/Hydrocarbon Noj_~Ii t5 i2/ P- l /30 
Propulsion Systems for Booster THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Applications (Adv. Vehicle) DATE 4 /28/Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE 
:for-high :Qerformance LQXLbJ1:drocarborJ De~elo2 technology 
QroQulsion s~stems including bell nozzle tynes 2 aerosQike/ 
linear el1gines, and plug cluster engines for booster vehicles. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [2J, WILL BE LEVEL [3J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL §] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [Xl LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 00 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [Xl ANALYSIS [U RESEARCH IU 
GRD TEST [XJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T SASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
High 2e!'formanQe LQXLby:d!'QQa~bQn J;ll::Qp.llJsjOrl sy:stems ape 
neerl".d for futUre booster aQQlications that Q!'ovide high 
s~ecific imQulse~ comQact size 2 high thrust/weight ratio 2 
reusability, and use high bulk density 2r02ellants. A variety 
of engine cycles and configurations are applicable including 
high Eressure bell nozzle engines~ 2lug cluste!'2 or linear/ 
aero spike (plug nozzle) -. ~y.p_~_s. th_a_~-E2.vide hig!1 specific 
impulse at sea level and throughout the flig.h~ by the use of 
altitude compensating nozzles. , J_~~ .. '._ 
...-< 
-it 
. 
'.' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE High Performance LOX/Hydrocarbon ~,! 'O'.h / NO.9 10 11 P-l ~O 
Propulsion Systems for Booster THEME /W.G./TASK 
A12121ications DA TE.--i. / 28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Technology program should include: engine and vehicle studies; 
determination of relative advantages of various engine lli~ 
thrust chamber cooling studies with fuel, oxidizer or ~uxiliary 
coolant; studies of various candidate hydrocarbon fuels, such 
a::: methane, propane, RP-1, RJ-5 and other intermediate density 
or heavy h~drocarbon fuels to evaluate their (continued) 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
790-40-l2~ 506-21-l1~ 506-21-10 
FY 79 New Start #305, ;'Plljg Cluster Engine Demonstration" 
FY 80 New Start #307. "Comp. Tech. for High Press. LOX/HC 
J:300R1iPY' (n 0'; n 
" 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 10 TE ch <> ICC Engine and ~-~ -~ Ve_jc]e Stll";A~ RE ad nE ss '-- -High ~ensity 
]j'11 p.l It:llnv ~ '\.7 
High Pressure Engine Compon-
~ t~~01'5chnOlOgy .l~ I 
Plug ausl~1r Demo 30 L~ '\,7 
~r;~f~~°¥i~~n b. r--~ 
, 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (.106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
, 
.,'" 
; 
, 
r 
! 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE High Performance LOXLH;y:drocarbon NO. ~ ~ It ?i2Lp-Ibo 
Propulsion S~stems for Booster THEME / W.G.I TASK 
A22lications DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
( 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
2erformancez cooling ca~abilityz and o2eratlonal £roblems z 
engine component technology program, including design, 
fabrication 2 and testins; of selected critical components, 
sucb as fuel and 
I 
oxidizer rich preburners, main injector, I 
-. 
thrust chamber, and main fuel turbopump; pressure-fed bread-
board testing of preburner, main injector, and thrust chamber. 
Supporting work is needed on low eye 1 e thermal fatigue life 
of thrust chambers, turbopump bearings and seals, high 
temperature turbine materials, and cold and hot flow evaluation 
of pluS; cluster arrans;ements to determine nozzle performance 
losses. 
,i 
: 
I 
, 
~ 
" 
" ~ 
it 
.... 
z 
~ 
W 
....0 
W 
a: 
~ 
_NM ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE High Per~ormance Dual Fuel Engines No.~'1i1ji2fp-ll~1 
~or Booster Applications THEME /W.G./ TASK 
(Adv. Vehicle) DATE_4_ /28 I 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Develo~ technolog~ ~or advanced dual ~uel engines for b~dro-
carbon/LOX/hydrogen propellants for use on advanced boosters 
using mixed mode propulsion. 
--
3. NEED ANALYSIS NOTE: I2J For Dual Throat Config. 
a) LEVEL NOW [g], WILL BE LEVEL [J] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: .: .. 
HIGH [KJ MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [i] MEDIUM D LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY rn ANALYSIS [!] RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST C9 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Dual fuel engines are ap~licable to advanced boosters using 
mixed mode EroEulsion. The dual fuel engine burns high 
densit~ EroEellants~ such as LOX/h~drocarbon earl~ in the 
fli~ht and switches to LOX/LH2 later in the fli~ht~ Various 
engine configurations are applicable, including: high 
pressure tripropellant engine, H2 cooled; dual throat engine; 
split combustor aerospike, etc. 
---
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE High Performance Dual Fuel Engines 1,7, tl'!L J NO. 9 11 ,12. E·1 ~1 
for Booster Applications THEME / W.G. / TASK 
(Adv, Vehicle) DATE 4/28/1-6 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Perform studies to evaluate use of mixed mode QroQulsion using 
dual fuel engines for advanced boosters. Perform engine system 
trade-off and _parametric studies to determine fuel an~ oxidizer 
combinations, engine turbopump ~rive cycle, cooling method, 
and component 2reliminar~ design for selected thrust levels 
in the range from 500,000 to 1,500,000 Qounds,~Continued2 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-21-11 2 790-40-12. FY 79 New start #305.2 "Plug Cluster Enf~ne;" FY 80 New Start 71307, "Comp'STech, for H~~h Pressure LO Hydrocarbon Booster Englne," FY 7 New Start 17. 
"Advanced Dual Fuel Propulsion System," 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM R T cr, 0 ~O 
Engine Vehicle "\;" 0 R ac ~n ss 0 Studies -
Basic Subscale 1\ lD 
Component 
Rp~p""r ... h 
#307 comR' Tec . L IS7 
#117 Rual Fuel \v!':tF>m A lv 
I 
MANPOWER (M-V) 
: INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING '(106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
, SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
i 1. TITLE High Performance Dual Fuel Engines NO. IYli °i2/P_l / 'U i 
t for Booster Applications THEME / W.G.I TASK 
I (Adv. Vehicle) 
DATE 4 /28, 76 , 
( i 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
BloPk No. 
t 
Pe:bform comEonent technolog~ Erograms based on selection of 
I I cr~tical components for the engine configuration and propellant 
I 
I cOlllbina tion selectol' . 
, 
The technology in this area is sUEEorted b~ work on high 
pressure H2-02 booster engines and high 12erformance Loxl 
·hy<!irocarbon engines and also requires additional work on 
I sp~cifiC problem areas related to the use of two propellant 
'col~binations in the same engine. 
II 
, 
" -
, 
1 
I, 
i 
, 
.' 
l-
z 
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> W 
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W 
a: 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE COlnQosi te_ Engine Technolog~ NO. 12 Lp-1 L 32 
THEME /W.G. /TASK 
DATE 4 /28,76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Develog technolos! for comQosite (roclce1lL!;l.lr Ql'ea:t.l.ungJ 
, 
engines fOl' advanced horizontal take-off ~ horizontal landing 
{HTOHL~ shuttle t:lEe vehicles. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [] t WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [§J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:192£J 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH lXJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d} CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM IX] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [i] RESEARCH [Xl 
GRD TEST IX] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) D_ (Check one or morel 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
,-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
The technolog~ ad·v!;l.nC!iIlI~n...t..s~~nt UpOl:l j,be 
engine COr)Q§lLdl s el e at ~lC..tjil.d_:e.o..clc..e..t........e.j..e.Cji 0)' )'0 mj e t , 
scram,i et ~ air tUl'bor.,ocket. lace c~1l..........;;m9.~J,i.Lrult 
include 2 for exal1lQ& engine oooling ... -fifterburl'H~l· design, 
and val.'iable area inlet control. 
. . 
. ,',,",""'" ,,« 
.'''' " " ..•. -..,..,---...-..... ... ~ .... --
-"'~ 
.---.-----"--.¥~-. "" 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF .2..-
TITLE Com2osite Engine Technolog;y: NO. 12 /P-1 / i2 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 /1..6 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Conduct vehicle/propulsion system analysis of HTOHL fully 
reusable two-stage-to-orbit shuttle vehicles for the post 
1990 time peri~d that utilize comQosite engines. Select 
engine conce2t and 2erform technolog~ n~o~ram to br;tn~ 
composite engine technolog~ to maturit~ b~ 1985:. 
.!., 
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Alternative approache s to the 
. HTOHL concent are all rocket 
vehicles of one or two-stage-to-orbit design which ~enerallY 
have higher gross lift-off wejgbt, higher propelJan 
consumption, and higher launch cost per pound of payload. 
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
None 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM I Vehicle! . 
l·ProDulsion 
:,;ys!iem 
Analysis ~ ~ 
2. Engine/SystEnl 
Studies 
J2esig~~ 3.FabrJ.cation 
4.~gw£onent ... 
5.Subscale 
Engine Test 
--
MANPOWER (M-V) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
.le .l~ .2C 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF tI!J 
1. TITLE ~E~ S~stem Iecbnolog~ NO;r2.1~p.lf 41 
TH ME IW.G./TASK 
DATE--4- t-Zll 7g 
2. OBJECTIVE 
DeveloQ s~stem technolo9:{ necessar~ fill: integ~at:jgn g~ 
thrust and power subsystems into high power level NEP spacecraft. 
E~amirle ways. ef e~tend;ng lifetillies to 25 years. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW D. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT-SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1995 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING GJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS I1iJ RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Nllc]ea~-tbe~moll~c powe~ s;ystem :jon 
tbruster technology 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
A single size nuclear rea!::tor of ]jmited lifetime will most pr:obabl,y: 
be developed for space applications. Vehicles that will require increasec 
-power levels will reqtAiI"e mt:Jltiple r'eactors. This effor't will 
determine the interconnection of expect.ed interactions between units . 
Lifetime 1 imitations of the single r~actor design will have to be 
extended to providelong-lived vehicles. Conduct inaja] system tests _ 
_ 0 
- .. 
--"'- -- ~. 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE NO l..2..=lfl/P1/41 ~Sy?tem Iecbno]o~ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE-L/ 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1) Oe¥e1QP th~ust subs¥stem concepts needed fo~ high powe~ NE2 vehicles. 
II Determine modular techniques for incp£RQrating multiple nuclear ___ ._ 
reactors in a NEP vehicle 
3) Determine lifetime Hmitations-&-identify approaches to -obta-i-fl-a--100g-
lived system. 
4) Setup and conduct initial system tests. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
~Ilc]ea~ tbe~moDjc power subs.llstem tecbno]o9.ll. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
pubs~lem concepts ~7 
Modulal tecbniouec; -V 
ifetime desiqn -sv 
approaches 
System Tests r7 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE , 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .3 1 INHOUSE .8 1 1.3 
CONTRACT .2 .2 .2 .1 
". 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE ~jgb Isp lao Ibt:lIster:: S;ystem t:e~ NO. lOLPIL42 
21aoeta r ,ll 2ropu]sioD THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
2. ~BJECrIV~ 
emonstra e the technolog~ for an ion thrYster thrust sllbs,)lstem fat: 
planetary propulsion applications 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW @], WILL BE LEVEL []] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL lZJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY !OATE.: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW ![] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [!] OR 
ENHANCING: 'HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH D 
GRD TEST [KJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [X] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY High Rower lightwgigbt sQ]ar arra,lls. 
Lt. wt. high eff. Rwr Rrocessors 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEt-JT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Ground test of comQlete s~stems 
(2) Demonstration of s~stem life 
(3) Measurement of interactions betweeo system elements and with 
spacecraft 
-
. -
- . .-
r,. 
t. ' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF-ZL-
TITLE High Isp Ion Thruster S~stem for Planetar~ NO. lO/Pl/42 
Propulsion (SEP) THEME / W,G. I TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(l} Maintain Present Iecbno]og~ 2rogram 
(2) Perform Flight Demonstration of ReQresentative Technology 
SPHINX BIC 
Prop~lsion Pallet Experiment w/TSS Array 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
i RTOP 506-22-30. 506-22-40 
SPHINX B/C, ProQulsion Pa11et Tests 
9) TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
-
80 r }Il SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Thruster Perf. 
--
Thruster Life 
System Tests 
System Life 
Tech Ready ~ , 
~PHINX B/C 
" Pallet Array ~7 
:sEP F1ight ,-
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
, INHOUSE 44 .48 48 24 4 .4 i4 i4 4 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 17 15 .0 1.0 .2 .2 .2 2 2 
CONTRACT .7 1.5 .0 .0 .25 .25 25 25 2~ 
" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ZJ 
1. TITLE Solar Sailing Technology Program NO. 10 /P-l/ 44 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
,- DATE 4 /28 I 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Develop and demonstrate the capability to deploy and control a solar 
sail u~ to 1 sg km 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [[], WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1990+ I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [i] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 00 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [i] ANALYSIS [XJ RESEARCH [] 
GRDTEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [i] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY De~lo~ment andLor assembl~ of large-light 
weigbt structures; control of large ]jgbt-~ejgbt structures 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. De~lo~mentl control of large s~ace structures in s~ace, 
2. Develo~ment of light-weight 2 long lifetime solar sail 
material ca~able of passing through the earth's radiation 
belts and be able to travel to within 0.2 AU. 
--------
~ 
t' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF --L-
TITLE Solar Sailing Technology Program NO. 10 P-l 44 
- THEME / W.Gj TASK 
-<. DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Condu(t feasibility desi~n studies and compo.nent tests leading to a 
prototype demo'nstration fl,ight test. 
. ' 
-
.: 
.. 
. -. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS NEP SEP ,... 2 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
NONE 
, 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 'i8 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 a9 90 91 92 93 94 95 
-
TASK ITEM 
....s::17 ~nglysis & Desian 
Materi al Develop. -~ 
~ssembly Test ..,. 
System Test ',.:r 7 
Flight Test Ready ... ... 
Flight Test , ~i1 
/-- -- f-. i i 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
, INHOUSE __ 
! 
t· CONTRACT 
'FUNDING (106 $) 
,'-
INHOUSE .5 ·PI·( ~.O .0 .C • f . ( 
CONTRACr-
.2.::.:iJ2 .C P,O S.O D.G .C 
* Not 'fneluding 1auneh vehicle 
. !.' 
'. 
I,U 
1-
./ <! ~ 
tU to q: ?J U. lL 
_.10 .... 
,-----------------------------------.--------------------------------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ~ __ _ 
1. TITLE Sterilizable ~olid Propellant Rocket 
for Sample Return Pl"ogulsi.9!.!Jn'--___ _ 
NO. _-1QLP-l/45 __ ' 
THEME /W.G./TASI( 
DATE __ 4 /28 / _7_6 __ 
2. OB-IECT/VI.:' Demonstrate sol id propellant rocket~ that can withstand 
heat stel"ilization cycling to assure planetary quarantine for 
plane~~rob~1L-~~nt fran planet surfaces. 
i---~----------·----I 3. NEED ,c'.l\IAL YSIS 
n} LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL I!J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b} REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY HEADY 
AT LEVEL [1J FOB OPEriATIONAL SYSTEM USE I3Y UJATE: ,1990 ] 
c) RISI( IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT; 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
eI) CflfTICALlTY T() THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS; ENABLING IKJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
0) TASI(S NEEDED; STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 FlESEAI-1CH [KJ 
GHD TEST 00 AIR CRAFT rES. 0' SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHEfl (SpBcify) D.. ,(Ch~.~~~lOI::J 
f) BI~(r BASE CI\N fJI DXI'E --~~,----------.. ---.-.. -
t., COf\ilPL.r:M~l\rrM1YTr::CHNOLOGY ADVANCt:!MENTS RL:QU/:':/t:D FOB 
USE OF TI·lIS TECHNOLOGY None _____ ~. __ . _______ _ 
-----.~-.-----.. ---.-----.. ----.-----.--------
_~ ... __ ... ""_, __ ,, ____ 4--.... .. ' .. ___ _...',, __ .. _____ _ 
l -.. -..... "-.===~-=---- .-' .. -.---.. -==~=~-=~-=-= .. --' ----,.,,~--""-------.-"'-,.-----~-.. ------.. --.. - .. "'---------, ,~·_· __ • ___ ·~ __ ''_ _ M ___ ._._,~._ ••• _____ ~ ____ ~ •• __ ~_.;.._, __ ~ ••• 
, .. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 PAGE20F~ 
TITLE SteriHzable Solid Propellant Rocket for NO.---.J O/e-] I Llt; r j 
Sample RetLU:lL.lXopul sian THEME/W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 / 28' 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Evaluate oxidizers and binders wjthhjgh tem~ergture stgbj]it~gnd 
evaluate charge support designs which do not decrease mass fraction. 
Heat-cyc] e propellant charges and COOlp 1 ete motor systeJlJ.§.".2p-ace-age 
the mC!.tors 2 and conduct verification tests at simulated gltj1;ude 
conditions. 
7., AL TERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Use higher risk and lower performance 
chemical s~stems. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RIQ~ 506-21-32 (Ad~aDced Soljd ~ro~l]sioD Concepts) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
, 
Propellant 
--
_.!l 
4ev.e:J.(}f'lI!l~t---:-
¥~~tge Support -- -- -- __ IC 
F~JL~~ale motor -,.. _Ji 
.c.: J -
Aqinq tests 
--
~- ,..-, 
-n~~~g test 
-- --! 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
t 
INHOUSE __ 2 2 2 2 2 2 .5 .5 ,5 2 2 
,. 
r 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 D3 03 D3 .15 .15 INHOUSE 
-. 
CONTRACT 0 a a .3 .3 .3 a a 0 a 0 
" t 
't 
i;" 
r , 
t 
1; 
1-
r-
~ r r 
~-
f' 
.;~- .. ..,-. .--... "--,,-~-""'."I-- ...... -.-..... ---,.------...... ----""--"--"'.""-. _ .......... ~.-.. ..... , 
f SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED r~ORM NO. I \ 
1 PAGE 1 OF ----.Z___ ~ 
1
1
-'~;;~\~~-;':;'C;:=~~~~~~';';~'~~'>-p~;~};;"~'~~~j;.~:;~;~';~'~'····';;~~;~~iill::===~:· "1 
Injection T~JEMt~ I IN.G. / TAS!< I I ==:~'~==-~~~=-~=.='=~===='-=-'-= DATE __ ~_ 1.28 /~-.-r"2:0";:W;:;TJ VE ----.. -.--.... -.---•. ---.-.---.• ----.. - .. --. ---... _-.-..... -_._-... --. -~-.. --
. ____ ... _ .... __ ~Il~non~tr~te .. .iLfl ;9 hi,-we.i9hLf.2!..!:J2_PLQRU 1 S.iOJ1 •• SJlb.sy-s.t.em .. __ _ 
I ~~·~.~~~i~;;t=~~?~~~~~~~~=~=~=~~-~fer .~~~=;~_l ~.~~~ .. ~l aD-~~~_-==~= ! 
r-3"--1\1.:~E·~D-~\I;J-A·· .. ;-~~~:·:··-···---·"-----" .. -·-.. ··-·-·· .. --··----------~···---·-·-·-·--i 
I . c_, I· -' ~:>.:) I 
j (1) I..L:VEL J\lOW Gil, WILL 131:: U::V[:L [] U!\lDER EXISTING l'i..ANS. I 
b) RE()Ulnr:D ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECIIf\IOLOG'( HEADY I 
1\1' LEVEL [].1 fOR OPEHI-\'r !ONAl SYSTEM USE BY LIli)..-UC:."JI@] I 
i 
----.-.----.~- ............. ----<~.,-.- ...... -- .~~-~,-~~",--" .-.'--.. -.--~---------
l ==:=~=~.-~=~==-~~=-----..... -.~=-. -_._-------='-'J 
.......... .--....--_ .. _------------_._------,._._-,---_ .. _-------_ .. _-_ ..... - ,.,.. 
" 
,Ii· 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Space Storable Propulsion with Hydrogen N01.O-1UP-1I 46 
Injection THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28' 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
COIl1~lete the currently funded dell0nstrat;on of f2LN2H4 s~stel11 for 
spgcecraft and conduct_CJmp.oIlf.nLaruLsubassellbly testLtlLdBllOn.s.tJ:ate. 
the impro~ll!~l1 H 2 used as the third propellant elenen.t.J!..O_d_ 
as a cpo 1 an~ fran .J:!~oj l-Qff; d~llQ!)s:tr:a:te r~d!Jm!ant so] enOl d 
valves for reuseable POTV nlajn prQPu]l,ijQO (gS QJlP.Q.S.ed to py~al'lf.L 
for _~p'acec~ftp.ropulsion}. Conduct s~sten testing at simulate!1 
-'ll·H +" rio 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Use currentl~ available propellants. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
~ 
RTQP 525-Z] -2] 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
;, 
--
Analysis & Design _1 
I Ii a~~ fro n- --~ - --
-- --C e.1-0~lllen.L- "-'-
,... ... ~ oa~~~Tgp-nent -,... --
--
Assembly I 
-.- -~ .. ' 
Tests -,... :9 
~ 
MANPOWER (M-)') 
INHOUSE_. _ 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 
CONTRACT f-
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .2 .3 .3 .4 .4 .3 .3 .2 
CONTRACT 0 .2 .3 .4 .4 .2 .2 0 
r: 
·n 
lU 
I-
-! 
'" to 
~ ~1 ~~f.;~g ~ 
f·· l:J t- u 
~f5f5 t; 
f:i~~ ~ 
------.----------~~------
1. TITLE Utilization of Indigenous Materials for 
Propulsion 
NO. 1.0- EL.'-P-.....:1L-/4..:..:.7----, __ . 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE_~ f.l:§/_7_6 __ 
2. OBJECTIVE Demonstrate the use of the mass of extra-terrestrial 
surface material, JDEnetarv atmosphere, and waste for propulsion, 
;~---------------------------- ~.--.-----.--.---... ----
3_ NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL r~ow Q], WILL BE LEVEL QJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMEI'JT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVE L [2] FOR OPEf-lATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ("i)!\TE: 1990J 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
. HIGH 0 MEDIUM [i]' LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENA8L1NG 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [iI MEDIUM D LOW 0 
0) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D AN/~LYSIS!II HESEAl-ICH [R] 
GRD TEST []] I~IR CHAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) . ! f) I-18<T OASE CANDIDATE ..Y~_ ._ 
r-------·---------··--------· .. ·---.. 
1," COiV1PLEr-ilENTM1V TECHl\!OLOGY ADV/-\i\ICEMENTS BEQUiRED FOR 
U;~E 0)= THIS TECHNOLOGY Adequate verification of the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the p.re~icated lunar or planetary ~~ ~ ~~ ~ :~i ~ rt1 ~ I 
t,;.) f3 _I .. ;: 
~ 1.:1 ~ [i 
materials and planetary atmospheres, ____ _ 
c:: 0 u; cc. i .. ·--------·-------.. -··· ... .......---.. --·--............. ------·------~ 
~i ~:;: iT, ~ i 5. SPECiFY TECHNOLOGY ADVN'JCEiYJENT FlEQUIRED TO 
c: F~ ~ g ~ I' ACCOrVJPLlSl-l NEED t~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Demonstrate the most appl icable concepts for reacting indigenous 
C)CCtf):=lt. 
t~ ~ ~ ~ ~ materials with stored reactants and evaluate their characteristics; 
n ~ ffi ~ ~ I devis~ design criteria, .---------
~i=~~~ 
-----------
-------------------------_._-----
._---_._--------._-_._--
-_._----------.. -....... .. 
~ 
" ~ , 
f; 
:1( : ~ 
j~ 
i-
ii I'" ~ , 
'. : , 
I l I 
i 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
I PAGE20F~ , 
TITLE Utilization of Indigenous Materials for NO.1°-121P-l/47 
, 
Propulsion THEME / W.G. / TASK I 
, . 
i DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Identif~ conceQts for reacting indigenous materials with stored 
rea~taDts aDd e~a]uate tbeir ~baracteristjcs. Oe'lise nell! schemes. 
compare conce~ts. test and develop the most applicable techno~ogies. 
-
'.~ 
" , 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Carrying mass of propellant from 
. ~ . , 
: Earth. 
, 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-21-43 (New Horizons in Propulsion) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Study 
-- -- -- --"{ 
Select~~, -Aw~"" '"'' --V --~ 
I ilh T,,~tc: -- -- -- -- --~ 
-
Breadboard test --
__ ~'1 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
1.5 INHOUSE __ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 ~.5 3.0 2.5 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .6 .4 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT n 0 0 0 0 0 .3 .2 ~ 
IU 
I ~ t-
i" ti ~ 
> t'J LL lot.. 
._10" 
------------, 
NO. --lO.tP.d.t.4B---
THEME 1 IN.G. 1 TASK 
DATE---A 1.281-<.7-><-6 __ 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide an efficient propulsion system for probe or attijude 
.JlrQpulsion operating in very dense planetary atmospheres. 
,--------,.-----.--------------------.---.~,-~-
I 
3. NEED ,i\I\IAl YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW QJ, WILL BE LEVEL II] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY HEADY 
AT LEVEL [lJ FOR OPEHATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY LM.I!i= 1990 J 
c) AISI( IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [XJ' LOW 0 
d) CHITICAUTV TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING GI on 
ENHANCING: ~lIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASI(S NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [XI HESEAl-1CH II] 
GRD TEST [i] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTI-I E R (Specify) D _. (Check one or more) I 
! f) n&T BASE Cf\NDIDATE Yes 
I . ----. -.-_ •• _-.--
rZ;oMPu:rJ1E;.IT~Y T-;;~H~~~LOGY ,c\[;V~.\i\I~Ei;Ei\JTS RE~~II~ED FOR ----------" I USE OF THIS 'TECHNOLOGY Adeguate verification--.Q.f -1b~'!y'sical and I chemical characteristics of~!cdicated-Elanet~ at~o~here(s). 
I i .. ------~··-·--.. ---------·-.. ---------------------------I 5. SPEC1FV TECHNOLOGY AOVPINCEiY1ENT HEQUlRED TO 
\ ACCOMPLISH NEED I Provide prototy~ detonation propulsion systan using small charges of 
, ~losive repetitivety deton~ted_j.!l~'Li!~anded _nozzle to provide an 
impulse. This impulse is' indepen~nt 0Latmospher~_!.o the .first ___ ·_._ 
order. 
---------------
------------_._--
" " 
. 
.,1;,. 
1 
!' 
f. 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F--.ZL 
ITITLE Propulsion in Planetary Atmospheres NO. lO/P-l/48 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE. 4 / 28/ 76 
, 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Complete the component designs and tests and assemble a prototype 
which can'be subjected to space- and planetary-simulated environnental 
exposure and operated in a simulated desnse planetary atmosphe~!:.-__ 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Low efficiency chemical rockets 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-21-32 (Advanced Solid Propulsion Concepts) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 71 18 19 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Comp"nont- To",t-", -- -- -- -- -- _"I. 
. --
-
Prototvoe assemb1 -- -, 
Prototype testing _7 _J 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 15 1.5 15 1 ~ l.E 3. 0 S .C 2.1 2.( 
CONTRACT 
UNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 . 1 .1 .1 .3 .3 .3 .2 " INHOUSE 
CONTRACf- n a 0 0 0 0 .2 .2 0 
" , 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF Z 
1. TITLE Hi S~ecific Im~u1l.se IQD Tbrusters for Do- NO. 7 18 19 1 1O , 11LPIL49 
Orbit Operations THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To develop Ion Thruster S~stems to PtOllide statjoo keep~ng £o~ o~bftal 
systems using low cost inert fuels 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m f WILL BE LEVEL lliJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [[] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS; ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [K] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH IX] 
GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [iJ 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
. 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Scaling of 1l)'eseDt tbruster s,}lstems to reqlljred sjzes 
(2) Efficient oQeration demonstration with inert gases 
(3) Demonstration of total impulse and cyclic life 
-",---
" ... -.-
-. 
0-
-
-
,., 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F ~ 
TITLE Hi S~ecific ImQulse Ion Thrus~~f3 f6r On- NO. 7 .B.9.10~l.U£l/~ 
Orbit Operations THEME /W.G. fTASK 
DATE~f28 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(l} ComR~et~Aux Thruster erQgrgm 
(2) Define System Operating Reguirements 
(3) Design Thruster System 
-, 
(4) Incorp~rate into Existing Technology Program 
(5) Perform Directed R&T 
(6) Demonstrate Critical Performance Parameters 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
" 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-22-11 2 506-22-40. 506-22-30 
\, SP~INX BiC. erQPu]sjQD Pgllet E~RerjmeDt 
LeRC FY Z8 New Injtj ath!e for Ibrust Sub-S.'.lstern Iecb. Dell. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 B3 B4 85 86 87 SB 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Tech. Ready,/MLB 
Hg 'S:J' 
Define ReQ. 
Desiqn System --
Baseline R&T 
Directed R&T 
Critical Tests 
Flight Application ~ 
Pallet Tests "ii t7 '''ii t7 
MANPOWER (M-Yl 
" INHOUSE 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 5 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (l06:ii 
.4 .4 .4 .5 1 1 .5 .5 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 41) ,.tBJ 1 , 1 1 1 .5 5 
.. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE MONOPROPELLA~I I:lYDRAZINE ~RQ~1lI SIOtli EOR NO. 10-12 P-1 51 
ON-ORBIT STATION-KEEPING 'tHEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / _ ... - 21 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
INCREASE THE OPERATIONAl lIFE OF N2~THRUSTERS WITH 
EMPHASIS ON IMPRg~EMEtn OE ~AIAI :iSI BED DESIGNS tOR UNI+S WITf4 Tf4RUSlS 
RANGING FROM 10- LBF TO 10 LBF. PROVIDE LOW-GRAVITY ACQUISITION SYSTEM. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn I WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. , 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1982 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM rn LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
1ii 
t' 
I. 
''I 
L ). 
i· Q 
'" ~ , >-e 
.r a:: >-
~: '" z e Q 
·z lE 
o ",a:: 
'" wlEQ Q 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM D LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST rn AIR CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHeR (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE YES 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
>-c:>>- u 
a::ZZ ;:: QWW 
'" "':lE a: wo.._ 
a::Wa:: W Q"'W >-Z=~ U e eUW a:: Q"'-, e 
. , wWe : >C1 U u 
a::O~ a: 
W .... >..,JO ~ffi~~~ 
e!;(>C:>;:: Z-,CD~,", 
W;::,Q...JZ ~Iti~fi: 
ZOWt-1-
Wu.. .... <Z 
~~~~~ 
~OQ:z::~ Cl)WW~= ~~~~~ 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY NONE 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO I 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
CHARACTERIZE HYDRAZINE CATALYSI BEDS WIII::I RESRECI IO SIRIICIIIRE &\ND 
REACTIVITY. DEMONSTRAIE LONG LIEE IHRIISIER DEMONSIRAIE CARABII II¥ 
OE ~RO~EII ANI ACQIIISIIION DEVICE TO O~ERAlE UNDER SIMlJbAlEll HIGH "G" 
":NM .; EN~IBONMENI. 
W 
, ...I~~ 
L ~ W~a: ; l >Cf.lc( 
Wu.u. 
, 
f 
...100 
~ 
. 
. . 
'I 
" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TITLE MONOPROPELLANT HYDRAZINE PROPULSION FOR 
ON-ORBIT STATION-KEEPING 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
NO._ 10-12 P-1 51 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/ 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
UTILIZE 'GAS GENERATORS TECHNOLOGY FROM SPACE SHUTTLE AND PLANETARY. 
SPACECRAFT. DETERMINE SERVICE LIFE OF A RADIAl FIOW-HYDRAZlNE THRUSTE~ 
DETERMINE OPTIMUM DESIGN TO MINIMIZE REFURBISHMENT COST AND~AXlMIZE 
LIFE, DESIGN, FABRICATE & TEST A HYDRAZINE PROPELLANT ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
EMPLOYING A SURFACE TENSION DEVICE. INTEGRATE THE TWO DEVICES, TEST ON 
GROUND, AND IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS H-O AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTE~,,-, __ 
~ROPEII ANT AIIXII IARY PROPIILSION SYSTEM. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
910-04-01; 910-04-02 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 an 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
THRUSTER: 
De!:.ign & Anal. I--
Fab. & Test 1-
ACQUISITION: 
Design & Anal. I--
1 
Fab. & Test I--
Gnd Test Inteq I - I--
Space Test .f-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE .5 1 4 4 .5 2 2 , 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING '(106 $) 
.1 .2 INHOUSE :2 .2 .3 .2 
\.. CONTRACT .15 .29 .2 .3 TB D 
~ __ ~ ____ ~,._ .. ___ '_ ..... _ .......... __ •________ .-__ -... ___ .. _. _____ .... ......,..._ .. ~_ ... , .. '-ioJ\ .......... 
r 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED fORM I\JO. I 1 
PAGE 10F 2, __ 
1"':~·li""""""",,,C'>.'!'oJ,'.,Io"''''~''''''''''-V'"T'f1t<l4'~~,.I< ... ,# ...... t''4 ... ,,,,, ... -)t''/lv'Jo:'';I''''k'I.'~''1o~~'::1'!:\~')":"·f.1"'.'1"'~ .. ~r.'''''''"f#f .. '''1''''''''''i'''.~\'·''.·''''''' .. · .. ~H>f "' .... J'>"r","'.;!o""'~il""V.'~\"'·"'~'I'.~"":':"L;' .... ~ ........... ~)oo ..... "'. 
1. TITLE Photochemical Production of Hydro[en NO 12-l/P~1/52 
'-;;;o~ygen for pr~J~.~·lla;..i~AP~~t~aJ:ion . -:rHEME /v.J.G. / TAS!( I 
I_~. ________ . ___ ~-=-. _______ . ___ ._~ ___ . __ D:~~E -::~0~_~~~_ .. -.J 
l 2.0t3.JGGTIV:: i 
___ . _____ Demonstra~~._t~~. fea_~J>i1 ity oLdir:~cU_onveLsjQ.n_.o.f. _____ i 
__ ~,y~rogen and._ oxy~e~_!~001 .w~te.!:.. usi~.[_~'?.~ar ~~~.iation for_Jl.:~pe~ lan~ __ i 
',1\ 
I __ .~ppl i£atio~!. _____ ... _____ ._. __ . ____ ... ____ .. _______ ~. ____ .~ ___ I 
r-3~~:~·;;A~~-Z~:;siS·--··-··------·-·----------------··-----.--~'------! 
I n) LEVEL NOVV LiJ, WILL BE LEVEL /[] Uf\JDEFl EXISTING P!J,NS. I 
I, b) r::EOUIH.EO !\DVAf\JCEMENT _ SHOULD BE TECHI\IOLOC:iY_~E~DY _ ~.i 
AT LEVEL GJ FOR OPEHATION/·II_ SYSTEM USE BY ll0T!:: I!:!~_~::J Ii 
i c) Hl::il( IN 0.CHIEVING .ADVANCEMENT; Ii 
I,ll HIGH []] MEDIUM []. LOW [J Ii 
tI) CHIT1CALITY TO THE !\CCOiV1PLISI-IMENTS; EN/\l1L1NG [Xl on 
I,; ENHANCING: Ill(i:·1 0 1\:1EDIUM [J 1.0\111 [] 
, e) TASKS NEEDED; SlUDY Ll ANALY~~IS [] HESEAHCH ri] 
GRD TEST D Alii CW:"FT TEST [J SP/\CE FLlGH'I"'f'[ST [] 
OTlkH (Specify) 0 ._. ___ .. __ . ___ . __ , _____ .. _____ . __ (C~~.~:_s:~~:..c:::.~n(;rc i 
I n F!3:T BASL C/\r',JDIDATE .~ .. __ ...... _ ... __ .... _. __ ., __ . __ _ 
~ ....... _-.. -_ .. _ .. _ ... - .. ~-... 1~.-... , __ --.......... ------.--.--.... -- ..... ~ ....... _ ... -......... .. ___ . ____ .. _ .. __ .. , ....... ___ ... _ .. .., .. _ .. ____ .' 
l t')., COMPLr::i\ilEi\!TJ~\FlY TECI'l~\JOLOG'( !\DV/-\j\jCG-IIEf\JTS HE:QUlf~H) FC:1 
US[: OF THIS Ti:GHf\IOLOGY 
-.----.------~-------- ... -----.-----.. -- ------_., ----------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F-ZL 
TITLE Photochemical PrQduction of H~drogen and ~gen NO. 12-1 /P-l /52 
for Propellant Applicati9n THEME / W.G. / TASK 
-,' 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Research the direct conversion of water by sea-le~el solar radiation 
to H2 and O2 via the ~hoto~oxidation and reduction reactions in 
the pre$ence~~~.gADjc species. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Conversion of coal by gasification 
methods (dependence on fossil fuel); nuclear eowered electrol~sis; 
thermochemjcal cycles. 
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
None. (ERDA sEonsoring 'Sane thermochemical cycle work at LaRC} 
7_ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Research -- -- --
,; 
Iarget \~~ 
'" 
17 
,c:",,,,c:,,,mo 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
2 2 2 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 0 0 0 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.15 .15 .15 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 0 0 0 
" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2-
1. TITLE Ion Thruster Baseline R&T NO. 1 L PI L53 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 I 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To Maintain and EXj:!lore Advancement in Basic Ion Thruster IecboQ]Qgy 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL [[J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW m 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [i] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS [Xl RESEARCH W 
GRD TEST I]] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Research on Performance Enhancement 
1& Extension of O~erating Life 
(3) Simplification of Thruster System 
(4 ) Understanding of Basic Phenomena 
(5) Reliability Improvement 
(6) Plume Definition and Control 
,- -----------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Ion Thruster Baseline R&T NO. 1 / P1 / I:;~ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Maintain andlor Augment Present Baseline R&I 
- - .----
.-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
5Q6-22-!lQ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Base R&T 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE . 2~ .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 
CONTRACT 
.2f .5 .5 .5 .5 5 .5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TiTlE Ion Beam ARRlications Research (IBAR} NO. 1 L PI L 54 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE_4_ / 28 ;' 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To DeveloQ Unigue Ca~abilities of Ion Thruster IecbDQ]Qg~ for MOD-
Proeulsive Aeelications 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL I[] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [[] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW III 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING W OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [X] ANAL YSIS [iJ RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [XJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Understanding of SQutter Process 
(2) Microscopic Cone Growth for: 
Biomedical Ap-p-.,Therma] CODtro],AdbesjoD 
.. --------
0)-, , 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Ion Beam Applications Research (IBAR) NO. 1 L el t. 54 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(l} Source Modification 
(2} AQQlications Investigation 
(3) User Involvement 
-
(4} S~stems D~velo~ment 
(5) Tech Transfer to User 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-22-40, 506-22-43 
-
LeRC FY78 new initiative to expand tech. program. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Source Mod. -~ 
Applic.lnv. 
User Involvement 
Baseline R&T 
Tech Transfer ~~ "11 "l1 ~, ~ '1 ~ ., 'lI" 'III: , 'IIi ,. 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
110 INHOUSE 
--
~ 7 7 IH1 10 10 10 lQ 110 10 110 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .2 .2 .5 .5 5 5 .5 .5 5 5 I) I) 
CONTRACT 15 .2 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF , 
1. TITLE Ion Beam A~~lication to S(2ace NO. 8 LelL55 
Manufacturing THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE_4_ /28/76 
2. CWJ~CTIV~ o rOVl e Technology to Fabricate Unigue Materials in Space 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [!], WILL BE LEVEL []J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVE L [[J FOR OPE RATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE:1982 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM D LOW ILl 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [KJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS m RESEARCH [JJ 
GRD TEST IXJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Technolog~ for de(2osition of large solar reflectors, tbermal control 
surfaces. transparent conductjlle surfaces, jn sitlJ, from space 
~latform. 
(2) Zero gravit,Y: fabrication of materials; to enhance growth of large 
crysta 1 s. 
(3) Deposjtjoo of bjgb p!l ri ty mater; a 1 s fo r :in sHu manufacture of th:in 
film solar arrays. 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Ion Beam AQQlications to SRace MaoYfacturjnQ NO. 8 / pI/55 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
, 
(1) CQrre]ate Unique Capabj]jtjes of lao Beam Manllfactur:~r:lg 
to Reguirements of SQace S~stems 
(2) Breadboard Demonstration on Ground 
.-~ 
(3) Shuttle E}<pedment Verification 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
~ -.. , 
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
506-22-43 2 506-22-40 
-
Le RC Fn8 new initiative to develoQ technolQg~ to flj 9 h 1; 
oemc!lsfl::aflco 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Tas~ DefjnHinn 
Ground Test 
Shuttle EXp. 'l1li; ,"111 , 
Application ~ 7 
-' 
-
MANPOWER (M-Y) I INHOUSE __ 7 1() 11 () 111i 111i 11 Ii lIIi 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .2 .5 1.( 1.( 1.( INHOUSE 1.0 
CONTRACT D5 .2 .5 .0 ~.o I.e ~.o 
• , , 
, 
UJ 
f-
I < I-i:, f- rc 
::. (" . .:( 
I!J J!....II. 
J C 
f'<:~'~~~~':;:OL~';;~~~~-'-'~'~---'~-'---------'---- ... ~:;~~:;~.~~ PAGE 1 OF . __ ~ __ • __ r';~:::::~:~~:!S;::~;:~;':::~::~:!::::~""""~~: ~~i~~i~);;j~;~ 
i -----.. .---L-- ~~~~:i_1~.Q~-i-~~~~"~~~.:.e CoS~ & __ ~i~~~_:= __ .!)I~.~.=._~:_~8/7~_ .. _=~_J 
! 2.0GJECTiV1: I i ..E~e.-co.r:ls..ti.t.u.ent-ar.uLc.o~.m;.... -t.e.g.l:lng·l.g.gy--to.--€.Ha-9 .. 1a-t-Re--. _deve .. lopment of adyanced sp§'QLtrl1:nsport£.tiol:'L.~.Y§tem cl1.~!!licq],_ I! 
I . 
!
;,:,:.-.. -~~.p.u~':~=~~:..~~==:..-.. ~-.-... -.~:=:::-~-==-~=--=---:.::"---~. _.----," 
~ 3. j\J~~ED /-\'\JAL"\l!·;~S 
0) LEVEL NOW [2J I WILL DE LEVEL G.J UNDEH r:XISTIf\JG PU\NS. 
! b) IIEQUIHED ADVANCEMENT - SI·IOULD 81: TECHNOLOGY HEADY 
AT LEVEL [5J FOH OPEI1ATiOfIJAL SYSTEM USE BY [QCill.1.9 . .85"+=] 
c) FlISI( II\] I\CH!EVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM D' LOW []I 
d) CfllTIC/\LlTY TO TilE /-\CCQfvlPI..lSHMENTS: ENM3L1NG [iJ on 
ENHMJCIf-lG: HIGH [J MEDIUM [J LOW C) 
0) TJ.\S:\S ~·H:EDED: STUDY fil I\f\JAL YSIS Ii) nESE/\I·1CH [] 
GRD TEST !~J Alri Cf-t/\FT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TI:ST 0 
OTHEFI (Sp:=:c:ify) [] ____ . __________ . _______ (Chcek ~no or In'!.!::.! 
_ad~anG.~c;LG....h?mical-_ml~tem __ <lli.Y...eXQJ.lmetJt~.Jl.gvanQj.:)m..~.nt..s....r..equir.ed..m:..e: 
·l..:....._~eductiorl:._oL_comP..Qnent_ .. Q9§j:; ____ ._. ___ ... __ .. __________ .. _____ .. __ _ 
3..L--Inc.re as e j YLO.v:ex:~.J.... .. p.e.cl'OX!Jllanc.e.....-------_____ . ___ . __ _ 
~..! .. _.J2.~.cx~s e in._-CLQrnp,onent...YIe.ight _._. __ ._. _____ ._. __ _ 
.s~a s i ng._£Lf .. .illlJI!IlQ.u.en:t.......che .. c.k.oJ.lt ... pXQ_C .e.d.u:t:..e..s..:..t .. o......re_du_G..ELQP_e.£.a.--::. __ 
._------------
___ -----.._ ....... ..,~,.....,.."' ........ ~.~_ .• __ _._ ..... ·.'.\ ......... i. ... . 
SPtI.CE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
--4 
TITLE Enabling Technology for Chemical Rockets NO. l-12/P-lL56 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
Systems to improve 'E'er'foI'llIa:rme, In<:lI'ea:se 
L;i,~€l, ~€lQuGe GGst [(, gimpUf~l Gfl 9 pati9ftS DATE 4 / 2&' 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPI.ISH NEED 
Com:eonent technolog;z will be concentrated on imQroving the over~ 
-&11 e effifJ efteftt fle:f'~e'li'ffiaftee =Sa aehie>,'e the el'lhaneements di-s-et;tS-S-e d 
fOI! eacA of th~-G-wing : GGmlHlstiea Gftam13eps, NB13-B-l e s , 
In.j ectors_Jguitors) 12umpSJ Turbjne Drj::<.z:es, "i.aJ::<.z:es, Gas 
Generators, Prebu:roe:r:s and HoL.G.as lYlanjfoJds 
-
-Wlontj tllled on l::lext page) 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
T. B. D. 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE _0 lS Pel l20 rn 20 DO l;::>o DO ;::>n 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
I.b J.D INHOUSE j.f) J.t) 1.0 IJ.o /.f) J .f) j./) j.() 
CONTRACT !/.5 ,;/.0 I,",.~ 1".., 1..1.", -?'(I ~'" I.!.o ~'" "',0 
~ 
I , 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 4 
1. TITLE Enabling Technology for Chemical NO. 1-12/P-l/S-6 
R0cket Systems to Improve Performance, THEME I W.G./ TASK 
In~a~ease Lj fe. Bedllce...JJost 
nnp'r'::l t-~il'"ln '" 
aDa Sjmplif~ DATE-L- 1'2..B.176 
( 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
1. Combustion Chambers 
- To accomplish the advancements 
reguired, efforts will be d:irec:ted to j mp~m[j n g tb~llst 
chamber wall QQoJ;i,ng. de~e]opment of a ailaOCea mah,;J:!ial:;o a.~Q 
fabrication techniques. This 12 rogram should 12r ovide :tbe 
technology to increase chamber life, reduce fabrication 
cost. decrease chamber Nei(l;bt and ease refll~bj sbment sod 
Qbeckollt. 
2 Uegg19S gigHineafl:'S l?e:!?fs:t:'Hl:€H'l:ee :tfte:t:'eases emI be 
real:ized tb~olIgb bjgb al:!ea l:!at:io oozzl@:;; :.i.~ l!pp9±'stage :l"}ea:i:eles 
and thrQugb area rat-jo JZ:a~jabjJjt;jl fOJ:! lalll'lcb 3r@b:.i.Ql€ll> • lIle¥9± 
a,Q,Qrnr.;;bes to nazz]e aes:igo {j e ext €ll;!l'l;;l,~ €l:;.:;pa~G:iAg Ae2i2i±es) 
can 12rovide im12roved vehicleLengine integration a~ Nell as 
altitude c~m12ensation for launcb ~eb:ic]es. 
3. Injectol:!s Bocket erlg:i fie coml:lll"'tiol'l €l;C;C;i,G;b9HG;Y: aHG 1'3 t afl:i:±:i.t 
are functions of in,jector 12arameters. FaQe12 J a,te coo]:ing jmp~aYE 
ments are needed to im12rove life, as well as new a1212 rOaCbefl 
to faceplate fabrication technigues and materials. 
U. Ig!l:i tous Maj~ed aJ s , cool:l1'1g 2l'lo. fa.1;lJ;!:.i.Gat;boB t 6> 9 BA i €I tl e-.s---
are known. Work must be diloected toward exciter (spark pJllg ane 
electronics) to extend life 12e~Qnd );lresent state of-tbe-a~t 
NeIll tecbnj qlles mllst be delteloped ;eOl;! igl'l:.i.tG±' :;;;y::;;:f;ems iA aAAtl:±a'f' 
combustors such as traveling wave ignition. 
5 Ellmps aod ';Clll;!bil'le DJ:!ilte:il 
-
II djt.u:~Q €lm9~t:;; aJ;!e ±'eq1.,1,;bpeG t::e±' Rig 
p±'essul?o pumps in the a:t:'eao of bea:t:':tn~B and seals to incl:eai3e 
CQIZlpOnent ] j fe aDa eDbaoce pump l:!ell seab:llit;;t lIIe:{At ;eal;,)l;!;jQat:i.o~ 
technigues must be develo12ed t\) ease the manufacturing costs. 
6. YalY~s - Tecbno] og;)l IDllst be dj ~ected tQ]IlI:;3~d j mpJ:!ol(emerlt 
-in vi2.1vef;l tQ allQlIl signitj cant jncrease :in lca] lee atlQ seat J:j fe 
in an emz:j ronIZlent lII:be~e contamjnants a~e pl:!ese:o.t i~ tbe 
W:Qrkhlg f] llj a 
V 
t-
p 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
" 
1. TITl.E Enabling Technology for Chemical 
ROCKet Systems to Improve Performance, 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 4 OF 4 
NO. 1 -1 2/ P -1/ S - 6 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
Increase Life, Reduce Cost and Simplify DATE_4_1.£8/....J.7~6 __ 
~~n~nle~~.Q~,r.~:1~·n~n ___________________________________________________ ~ ___ 
( 6. ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
7. Gas Generators PRB Burners & Hot Gas IVlanifolds - Materia] s 
Fabri ca ti nn and fJ 11i d flOliT areas Ul"st {Hl §tudied to rea.lige 
system improvement. Efforts will lead to ease of fabrication 
which is a cost r 7duction and improved life. 
Constituent Technology will focus on ennancing chemical rocket 
engine performance in the areas of acoustic noise and yibratjons 
operations, checkout and maintenance, and engine vehicle 
optimization. 
] Aro11sti c Noi se and Vj brat; nns - Tdent:i f:i cat:i on of so"rc~:a of 
noise and vibrations in chemical propulsion systems wil] be 
made as a fjrst step in a techno]ogy program to reduce levels 
~tionS3 eheelcout and maintenance Bsoential to reducing 
avera] J costs, desi gn approaches mlls!; he llsed to P.liSe these 
functions and provide, wher'e possible, automatic man-free 
3. Engine/Vehicle Optimization - Studies to identify engine/ 
. vehicle optimum configuration will be conducted whicb take 
advantage of engine variability and identify total system 
constraints and drivers. 
, f 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE Enabling Technology for Chemical Rocket Systems to DATEJl-/~/~ 
Improve Performance, Increase Llfe, Reduce Cost and 
Sjmp] H.)l QpetatjQDs. TT NO. 1 & 12 OR WORKING GROUP NO.P:.lL5.L 
OBJECTIVE 
Provide Constituent and Com~onent Technolo9l to Enable the Develo~ment of 
Advanced S~ace Trans~ortation System Chemical Pro~ulsion Systems. 
JUSTI FICATION Reduced cost and com~onent 'Mei ght, increased comeonent 1 ife 
and performance, and operational simplicity must be achieved to realize the 
total benefit in advanced space transportation systems. 
TECHNICAL APPi~OACH/PLAN 
Constituent a~d componen! technology will be persued focused on the above 
aspects for the following: thrust chambers, nozzles, injectors, ignitors, 
QumQs and turbine drives, valves, gas generators; acoustic noise and 
vi brati on, .engine-~~"hi cl ~ optimi zati ~~! and_9perati ons, checkout and 
"-
maintenance. 
SCHEDULE FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 17 78 79 .80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK 
Thrust Chambers 
Nozzles 
Injectors & I gili.ta.r <: 
Pumps, Turbodrive 
Valves 
Engine-Veh. Opt. 
Noise & Vibrations 
2gr~~heckoutl 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
)USE 10 ~5 120 120 20 ,20 20 20 ~O 20 
ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE _1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CONTRACT .5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER I ewj s Beseatcb Center , 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2-
1. TiTlE Higb ISp Ion Tbryst Subs~stem fo~ NE~ NO. lOt~U5Z 
Planetary Pro~ulsion THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 I 28! 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
DevelQP toe technolo9:t for an Ion Ibruster Sllbs¥stem tOt: Rla~etat::¥ 
Pro~ulsion A~~lications with NEP 
-, 
3. N~f:i) ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW QJ, WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [l] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [[] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [KJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY III ANALYSIS [KJ RESEARCH III 
GRD TEST m AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST W 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
DeveloQment of Nuclear Electric Power Source 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Scaling of Qresent thruster s~stems to reguired sizes 
(2) Element jnteractjoD wHb power source and spacecraft defjnes 
(3) Demonstrate total jmpu]se required for mission app]jcatioo" 
_ .. 
. 
. ~ .. ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~O.I 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE High Isp Ion Thrust Subsystem for NEP NO. J n IPl 1r:..7 
Planetar~ Propulsion THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
~ Define S~stem Reguirements 
(2) Design Thruster System 
(3) Incor~orate into Existing Technolo9l Pr09!am 
(4) Perform Directed R&T 
(5) Demonstrate Critical Performance Parameters 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
, 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-22-30, 506-22-40 
SPHINX BLC 2 ProQulsion Pallet EXQeriments 
LeRC FY79 new initiative to develoQ thrust subs~stem tecb. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Define Req 
Desiqn Sys. 
Baseline R&T 
Directed R&T 
Criti ca 1 T es ts 
Pallet Tests V ~, '4l , 
Tech Ready 'II, 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ 5 7 7 0 10 5 15 20 20 20 20 15 15 10 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .2 .2 .2 .5 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
CONTRACT 25 2:1 .25 .5 .5 .0 D.O .0 3.0 B.O 3.0 B 0 o 2.c 
~ , 
, 
< 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Solid Rockets for Pl anetary Spacecr,aft NO . ]QL~-]L58 
. THEME I W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 130/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Demonstrate technolog~ of high p-erfQrmaoce low cost solid p~ope]]ant 
motors for use in uPEer stages or ki ck stages for p-l aneta~ spacecraft 
escape progulsion, and specjalj~ed motors for penettato~s and p~obes 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 1::4:1. WILL BE LEVEL I]] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: ]985 I 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [1J OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST []] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes. FY78 #750K 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE:OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Chambers ysjog carboo-fjber cartioD matrjx material so that jnert case 
insulation can be el.iminated and proEellant elaced in the volume that 
was occupied by the insulation; Class 2 propellants with high performance; 
thrust vector control s~stem using light-weight moveable nozzles with low 
actuation power reguirements; motors for Qossible tube-launched Renetrators 
motors for probes from planetary exploration facilitl~p'lanets. 
, . 
-
. - .. ,-
, 
-' 
... 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO,' 
PAGE 20F-L-
TITLE Solid xockets for Planetary Spacecraft NO. 10/P-l/58 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 30/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Evolve this program from the on-going R&T program and exploit all DOD 
--.!.(hnology advancements to minimize cost. Evaluate, design, and test 
component (nozz~es, cases, and insulation) and integrate into co.mple~ 
motor. Explore specialized needs of planetary exploration facility to 
include designs of caeabilit~ to reel ace sol id motors in a reusable 
Qlanetar~ lander. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Liguid chemical s~stems2 SEP or NEP. 
{Liguids ma~ not be comRatible with AFL1US and SE~ and NE~ are nQt 
scbegy]e ~QmRatjble.) 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-21-32 {Advanced Solid Propulsion Conceets) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM -~, 
--Desi gn 
Fab. -- -- - y 
Propellant Dev. - . _. -~ 
Component Dev. 1-- 1-- I- -~ 
Motor Dev. -- -- -
,. 
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